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FOREWORD

The findings reported in this study are,designed to prdvide a better understanding of coordination
in vocational education planning to vocational educators and other persons who are concerned or
involved with the process Of providing comprehensive and responsive vocational education. The
findjngs are based on arcanalysis of the perceptions and attitudes of nearly four hundred individuals
who represent broad range of agencies; groups, and inatitutions at state and local levels, both within
and outside the ucational system.

. The study was conceptualized and implemented by the National Center for Research in Vocational
Education under a contract with the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education, the U.S. Office of
Education. The National Centevxtends its thanks and appreciation to the nearly four hundred citizens
who volunteered their time and expertise to detail their experiences with coordination in vocational --

education planning and to suggest ways of improving this Orocess. Invaluable assistance and advice in
fchieving study objectives was provided by field site staff persons in Colorado, Florida, Georgia,
Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, Weit Virginia, and Wisconsin.

Significant contributions to the study were also made by Jessica Jahnke, Le-Dak Tang, and Lynn
Brant. Thew National Center Graduate Research Associates participated in the dialogue process and
assisted with the data analysis. Recognition is also due to those consultants who reacted and contributed
to the content ofiltis report.

,

:

4.

4

41,0

Robert E. Taylor.
Executive Director
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This study is iptended to provide renders with a more informed understandipg of the current
state of coordination in vocational education planning. The process of coordination in(vocational
education planning is an emerging one, nationally. The results which are presented about coordination
in vocational education planning were obtained from ideas, perceptions, and suggeptions provided to
us by nearly 400 persons in eight states who are involved in coordinative relationships for vocational
education planning, from numerous documents supplied by state agencies in these states, anci from
a review of pertinent literature. The reader is also provided with ways to facilitate improVements in
coordination in vocational education planning that were suggested to the study team. Given tlie fact
that the process of coordination in vocational education planning is still not well-developed or struc-
tured, this report is not to be considered as a manual for doing coordinated vocational education
planning.

The term planning %defined in its broeclest sense in the following Oay: planning includes those
activities that contribu to decjsion-making with respect to the future or direction.of vocational '
education. The term c, rdinption, as used in this study, refers to the interaction Of two or more
groups, agencies, or in titutions for the purpose of planning r vocational education. Therefore,
coordination in voca onal education planning involves the nteraction of two or more entities for
the purpose of cond cting activities that contribute to d sion-making with respect to the future or
direction-of vocatio al education.

The reeults th t are reported in this study are presented with the realizatn that they are
affected by at leas two limitations. The first limitation is thaPthe documents and the outcomes of
the dialogue sessi ins were taken at face value. The second limitation is that the process of analyzing
and synthesizing he enormous volume of documentation and commentiry that was available required
decisions that w re based pn subjective judgments; consequently, the results that are reported are
subject to unint nded biases of the study team.

The resul s of this study Will be further verified and extended during the coming year as part of
.a rope of wo k for Year- I I! of the National Center contract with the U.S. Office of Education.

This
present o
facilitatin
and.way
barriers
descri
irnplic
educe

Organization of the Report

r..ort consists of three chapters and twp appendices. Chapter I, Introduction, is the
Chapter II, Results, describes general processes and procedures which are usefUl for

improvements in coordinative relationships in support of vocational education planning
or facilitating improved coordinative relationships with respect to specific problems and
coordination. Major barriers to coordination in vocational-education planning are also
These barriers pre presented in terms of -.Theoretical perspective.and its operational

ions. This chapter also Contains examples which depict how coordination in vocational .

on planning is impeded by the identified barriers.

1
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Chapter III, The Context for Coordination in Vocational Education Planning, includes descriptions
of the concept of coordination, basic necessities for interorganizational relations, and characteristics
underlying coordinated behavior that can enhance or impede coordination. This chapter is provided
to enable r'eaders to gain a more in-depth understarlding of the nature of interorganizational coordi
native relationships. This undeistanrjuN might be especially helpful to pei sons who ai e iesponsible
for improvinicoordination in vocational education planning. Chapter III also includes a tablethat
cross-referencbs facilitators to coordination which are found in Chapter II aith facilitators to coordi-
nation derived from the literature review.

Appendix A,lists the fieldsite coordinators and consultants who participated in the study.
Appendix B lists the number of persons by role who participated in the dialogue sessions.

The procedures which were used to develop the results found in Chapter II are available from
the National Center.

-
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CHAPTER II

RESULTS

This chapter is divided into two sections. Section I, Facilitators to Coordinated planning,
describes a number of ways that have been suggested to improve coordination in vocational education
planning. The facilitehors that are described are related, wherever possible, to problems or barriers
currently being experienced in coordination in vocational education planning. Section II, Barriers to
.CoordInation In Vocational Education Planning, describes these current barrieis to effective coordi-
nation in vocational education planning in moreyetail. Examples are presented of how these barfly's
are Perceived as affecting coordination.v

The term planning in the context of this study is defined in its broadest sense in the following
way: planning includes those activities that contribute to decision-making with respect to vocational
education. As used in this chapter, planning includes all activities contributing to decisions in six
vocationateducation functional areas. The gig functional areas ere: (a) resource allodation; (b) resource
acquisition; (c) instructional program mi4 program Improvement and maintenance; (e) instructional
support; and (f) system maintenance and support.

Any or all activities that enable decision-making with respect to any of the six functions can
justifiably be considered planning activities. Although agencies might differ substantially in the .
variety and scope of their planning activities, they will be engaged in many forms of planning according
to this perspective.

The term dijordination as used in this chapter refers to the interaction of two or more groups,
agencies, or institutions for the purpose of, or for supporting, planning for vocational edOcation.

Therefore, coordination in vocational eduqation planning involves the interaction of two or
more entities for the purpose of conducting actikities that contribute to decision-making with`respect
to vocational 'education.

Section I

Facilitators to Coordinated Planning

Throughoutthe diafogue sessions, attempts were made to obtain participants' thoughts on
techniques or 'practices which they regarded ashelpful to coordinated planning. This process resulted
in several hundred suggested facilitators;many of which were ideas rather than actual current practices
of the agencies. ,

In our analysis, we have reduced the facilitators to a manageable number by grouping similar
suggestions together and by discarding those which were clearly unrelated to the central focus ofa
coordinated planning Rrocess. This section presents two different ways of looking at facilitators.
First, examples of facilitators are grouped according to a number of general categories or types df
piobedures; second, facilitatort are deicribed in relationship to the common problems and barriers
which impede coordinated pla6nidg. Section II of this chapter presents a mO're complete description
of these barriers.*

3
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General Categories of Facilitators

Planned Meetings Among Various Groups

Meetings were perceived as facilitative because of the communication and awareness that can

be obtained by face-to-face contact. The meetings are considered more facilitative if they feature

two-way communication rather than just lectures. Two examples'of meetings that many participants

at different levels regarded as helpful were:

annUal statewide conferences'for vocational educators, particularly where seminars
and opportunities for give-and-take are available

regionally-based meetings of vocational educators for information exchange

Joint Development of PlaM and Procedures

Respondents perceived that organizations are likely to have a higher degree of commitment to
plans and procedures to which they have actively contributed. Examples of joint planning that were

mentioned as facilitators included:

a procedure for involving district staff with' state staff in determining statewide goals and
objectives for vocational education

a 'process whereby the state division and approximately two thousand lbcal vocational
educators participated in joint development of program evaluation criteria, procedures,

and instrumerits

ad hoc. task forces involving state and local staff which were organized to attack specific

Planning problems

the role of the State Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (ISOlCC) in
interagency apProaches to data use

New or Modified Organizational Structures
or Procedures Created to Enhance Coordinaqon

A number of organizational 4tructures or proceldures have been suggesteCor implemented to

improve coordination in vocational education planning. These structures or procedures are specifically

designed to.improve organizational accessibility, which is one of the necessary conditions for coordi-
t

nation:
, local advisory council for vocational education with membership from secondary and

postsecondaq institutions,

board of cooperative services formed bynseveral districts to provide for shared use of

administrative and instructional support staff

gystem of regional service tg districts 139 state program supervision and planning staff

designation of state staff person as coordinator of various plans for education requil-ed by

the federal government

state vocational division liaison person to other educatiqn diviiions

4
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Piovisions for Technical Assistance
and Training Related to Planning "

Due ta the variety and complexity of delivery system structure, procedures, and informition
invocational education, some participants at every level indicated tha-Ned for technical assistance
and training among organizations involved in the planning process. Common examples included:

state-sponsored training sessions in planning procedure/policy for new vocational
administrators

procedure for orientation and training of state and local advisory council eiters
technical assistance provided by state planning and.program stiff to local districts for
planning and funding decisions

data users' conferences sponsored by SOICC -

increased Communication
Among and Within Agencies

Respondents fiequently commented on the need for better communication. They emphasized
practices and policies which improved feedback on organizational peeformances, increased interagency
contribution to policy and procedures developed, or fostered alfi6.4 of releyant information tp policy:
making groups such as local school boards and state legislatures. Examples of such practices are:

legislative mandate that state education agencies must iet aside a period of !time, for .

acquiriAg field, input in their plans P-

increased input to-Ifederel legislation from local administration of vocationaleducation

local representation on the State Advisory Councit for Vocational Education and t)le
state governing board for vocational education

increased sharing of information among branches or units of the state division concerning
communication with school districts

Procedures for Resolutitot,-)
of Interagency Conflicts

Ow

Some respondents were using, or suggested, tactics for reduction,or resolution of interagency
conflicts. Such procedures were considered helpful in sitdations white frequent interagency disagree-
ments had taken place. Two examples of resolution techniques are:

interagency cooperative agreements

appeal process by which local districts can present a cast for initiating new instructional
programs based on data assembled by the district

"

5
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Methods for Promoting Coordinated Planning
by Qffering Incentives or Reducing Risks of Coordination

Participants mentioned some procedures which could increase the probability of successful
intetagency planning by making coordination more beneficial or less risky to agencies involved.
lmplementation'of these practices requii-ed (or would require) changes in legislation, Examples

included: .

.

tb .
state division offering financial inaentiva to local districts/postsecondary institutions
to encouragqiiRteragency coordination

simplification or reduction.of federal data collection and transmission requirements for

vocational education

greater stability or continuity in federal legislation and goals for vocational, education

Facilitators in Relationship to Problems:Anti
Barriers.Of Coordinated Planninf(

Another way to present the facilitators is to relate them to the significant problems and
barriers which impede coordinated planning in vocational education. The bellowing sections describe
facilitators suggested to alleviate, four key problems. Section ll.of this chapter elaborates on these
problems and their specific effects.

Facilitators Related to Lack of
Direction for Coordinated Planning

tA key problem affecting vocati leducation is that there is a lack of direction or leadership

for coordinated statewide planning, .a lack of consensus on roles and responsibilities which various

agencies shoutd have in a coordinat Vanning process. A symptom of thii problem is that there

seems to be a lack of consensus amongivoncies as to the mission and goals of vocational education:

At present, one state is initiating a prodess for development of statewide goals for vocational
education. State division staff confer and arriVe at what they consider to be the overall goals for

vocational education in the state. Local district staff also conceptualize what they feel to be the

overall system goals, which state staff int4ate-with their goals list to assemble a master list. Then,
representatNes of loCal districts meet at wol.k sessions with the state staff where specific objectives

for the system as a whole are developed under the framework of the overall system goals.

,1

When theilistricts prepare their local applications or plans for vocational education, they will

write according to objectives,that they helped formulate. As this process has only ,recently been

introduced, it is difficult to evaluate its statewide impact. However, it has promise as a facilitator

, because it Involved several levels of the delivery system (State Advisory Council for Vocational

Education and other state educational representatives are also invited) and because ;he agencids

participating realize that they have a voice in determining statewide directions for Awational education.

I t

.3
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Facilitators Related to Legislation

Another key problem perceived by participants is that the current federal vocational education
legislation is too restrictive in its specificity and has inherent contradictions or inconsistencies. It is
felt that these conditions tend to; (a) create uncertainties in what is iequired or expected from
vocational education agencies; and (b) cause vocational education agencies to divert resources from
coordinated proactive planning toward compliance planning.

411

ParticiPants recommended that greater stability of legislative thrusts would tend to redube
uncertainties or inconsistencies in the fqderal policy for vocational education. Too many changes in
the direction of legislation and roles anct regulations over a short period of time tend to create
perceived inconsistencies and uncertainty in the perception of state and local vocational educators.
Participants felt that continuity in the definitions and objectives related to equity and access to

, vocational education is necessary to the maintenance and implementation of those goals. Legislative\
continuity facilitates coordinated planning by giving agencies at various levels a clear conception of
what their aims should be, and by providingit basis for cominon direction.

Another related recommendation is that there be "more local input into federal priorities for
vocational education to promote local/state/federal coordination, in policy development and imple-
mentation. The federal legislation authorizes interagency coordination and participatory planning,
especially in the state plan development process. But at the federal level, there should be a mechanism
for obtaining a broad range of participation' in determining legislative priorities.

Dialogue participants expressed a concern for simplification of procedures required by legisla-
tion, gspccially procedures pertaining to data collection and transmission. Participants felt,a reduction
in the federal data burden would allow them more time and resources to commit toward planning
and interaction with other agencies. State agency staff felt that decreasing data burdens would allow

. them to have increased communication'and trust from local districts. Several methods for reducing
information collection requirements were suggested. Sampling, instead of acquiring data on every
district, was recommended. Consolidation of forms was also suggested.

On a related topic, sentiment with regard to the stale plan was that if it is primer*/ a contract
* $ between state and federal government, it can be made much simpler than the current form. In other

. words, participants prefer to reduce the effort spent on a compliance plan so that they could begin
to develop plans with greater utility for supporting operational policy decisions.

facilitatorsyRelated to Organizational Factors

A third key problem reported by participants is that diffdrences among organizations in policies,
procedures, and objectives tend to reduce opportunities for achieving coordinated planning. For
example, differences in phikisophy or objectives among agencies such as vocational education, CETA,
and vocational rehabilitation are seen as breeding conflict. One facHitator commonly suggested to deal
with this situation is an interagency cooperative agreement.

This agreement, generally instituted at the state level, is considered facilitative because it
specifies the roles and responsibilities of each agency, delineates their boundaries of operations and
areas of overlap. Such an agreement can serve as a basis to overcome disputes over "turf" that tend
to platjue vocational education. In order to he effective, however, cooperative agreements need to be
followed throàgh down to levels of service delivery.,Our local respondents indicated that cooperative
agreements consummated between state agencies are sometimes disregarded at the local level. Perhaps

7
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state divisions should encourage the development of local cooperative agreements, or take other
steps to foster implementation of cooperative agreements through incentives to the delivery system.

Besides differendes in the objectives and philosophy of organizations, there is considerable

controversy surrounding thelssues of vocational education data availability and usefulness. The most
common manifestation of the controversy is in the disagreement often found between the state
division of vocational education and local districts regarding labor market data justification for
approval of instructional programs.

Tpe seriousness and frequwcy of this controversy suggests that some type of arbitration procedure

would be useful to resolve data-tise conflicts. In a number of states there is an'appeal process which
allbws locai district.; to'submit local data they havelissembled as tentative justification for programs

which are not suggested by the state-generated labdr market data. In these cases, the state has the

final decision in progrAm approval, but considers input from.local advisory committees, local employer

surveys, etc., as evidence along with state employment service data. If the local data appear to have

been generated in a thorough and sound manner, the state will generally allow a program to be initiated.
This degree of flexibility is desirable...However, the study team suggests that it might be desirable to

have a third, neutral party involved in such decisions. The presence of a neutral group could reduce

the tendencNkfor either state or local to sway the decision.
\

Sometimes differences in organizational objectives and activities, which would tend to impede
coordination, can be overcome by provigingr financial and other incentives. An example in practice

involves a situation in whith high school' students receive part of their training at the high school and
other parts using facilikies of the local 'postsecondary institution. These institutions have negotiated

an arrangement whereby the portions of time that the student spends at each institution are credited

toward that agency's enrollment count. Both the high school and the postrcondary institution .

receive a state reimbursement for traininv. In another example, thIe state legislature provided funds

for adult education that had io be divid4d by negotietion'in Jpcal councils comprised ofsecondary

and postsecondary institutions. In such'cises, the agencies must coordinate to achieve a consensus

for allocating the funds. The prospect of acquiring additional funding serves as a stimulus to participate

in the council's activities. It is difficult, however, to judge the effectiveness of this approach as a

facilitator, since it was reported that in some councils the allocation of funds was complicated by

competition among agencies to increase their share.

Organizationil structures are sometimes as important atobjectives in determining how effectively

institutions can coordinate. For'example, onestructure which is widely perceived as a facilitator, at

all levels of the delivery system, is a regional structure of itate division service for program supervision

and planning. Many local staff in states with this arrangement felt that having a representative familiar

with the needs of their region was an assbt.. The regional staff were welcomed for their ability to

interpret state rules and regulations to the,districts, inform local administrators of events occurring

ir\other areas orthe state, and to.assist the district in acquiring funds and planning decisions. This

seems to be true, whether the state staff is situated in regional field offices eft- housed in the state

division headquarters, The important concept ii that specific individuala are assigned to contact

particular districts and help these districts with administrative activities.

Another example of structirsal change that can facilitate coordination is the establishment of a

liaison staff member who is charged with coordination among diftprent educational agencies at the

state level, and/Or the legislature. Individuals in these roles have an ortunity to increase organiza-

tion& awareness of other agencies' activities. Liaison staff are able iscover and take,advantage of

common areas of interest among organizations.

if
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Time-cycle and schedule differences ainong organizations are sometiines difficult to work out
because they may be *sod on legislative requirements or reinforced by teachers' union policy. Open
entry/exit systems of ocational instruction are operated by some institutions, particularly at the
postsecondary level. These organizations are able to serve the needs of many client gr oups such as
CE 1A. However, establishing an open entry/exit system may entail considerable preparatory cost
and may expose the organization to certain risks. There is the possibility of enrollment decline due
to students entering with advanced standing and/or leavinv early. These disincentives lessen the
attractiveness of schedule modifications which couki facilitate coordination.

In addition to scheduling, there are other areas in which organizations can synchronize activities.
Considerable opportunities exist for improvement in coordination for data collection and planning
procedures. For example, there were a number of cominents about multiple agencies requesting the
same items of inforination from client (s.jroups. In one case, an agency identified items on another
organization's data collection instlument that cotAld be usefurto its own purposes, if modified. The
organization negotiated over the c'ontent of the instrument, resulting in greater "mileage".frbm one
data collection effort.

It has been suggested to the study teain that the principle of synchronizing planning efforts
could be applied to the various plans prepared by state education agencies for the federal government.
It was thought that fraginentation and compartmentalization in planning (and implernentatiOn) could
be minimized if the sevèrai state plans could be integrated into one state plan for education to be .

transmitted to the federal government.

Facilitators Related'to Environmental Concerins

The fourth key problem reported as affecti ng coordinated vocational education planning is that
various pressures in the environment surrounding vocational educatiot tend to reduce the ability of
agencies to produce joint plans that are firm and that can be implemented. Three examples of the
problem are as folloWs:

the difficulty of determining available future funding reduces the ability of organizations
to produce viable joint, long-run plans

the difficulty of anticipating social, induitrial, and demographic changes reduces thp
ability of organizations to produce meaningful plans

the o0anizational position of vocational agencies in the education hierarchy and the
political pressures to which they are exposed reduces the potential for implementation of
plans that could be developed in a coordinated framework

Relatively few facilitators suggested by respondents addressed these environmental situations.
Indeed, it is difficult to come up with practical solutions for, overComing environmental pressures
that impede coordination of vocational education institutions. However, some vocational educators
do have tactics to help cope with the environment.

For exarble, local administrators of vocational education reported using their local advisory
committeeis as advocacy groups. Members of the local advisory committee, as informed lay people,
can sometimes inflOnce the board of education and district administration more than the vocational
administrator. This relationship can help the vocational administrator bypass political pressure from
the community. However, the degree to which the local advisory council can be used in this manner
is limited. Open conflict between the local advisory council and the board of education can be damaging
to the vocational programs.

9



Persons who engage in coordination for vocational education planning need information about
future funding levels if they are to be-in a position to make informed and realivic decisions, and it

they are to have confidence that their decisions can be implemented. In many hales, legisletive

budgeting processes do not permit the state division of vocational education to approve state funding
to local education agencies two or more years into the future. The establishinettt of a "forward
funding" mecharkism by statert.hps been suggested as a way to facilitate the effectiveness of coordi

nation efforts.

The variability of the economic and social environment surrounding vocational ed9cetion is a

problem that has no easy answers. Like other itotitutions in American society, vocatio6al education'
agencies must learn to deal with an environment of accelerating change.
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.Section II

Barriers to Coordination in Vocational Education Planning

Coordination in vocational education planning is not a new phenomenon. However, Congress
has recently given increased attention to the need for more effective coordination in vocational
educatidn planning. for example,Jitle II of the Education Amendments of 1976 has, as one of.its
major purOoses, to assist states in improving the use of ell resources available to them for
vocational education and manpower training by involvinga wide range of agencies and ind&iduals

, concerned with education and training within the state in'the development of the vocational education
plans [emphasis added] .11 This Act contains numerous mandated requirements for coordination in
vocational education planning. It includes the kinds of groups which are to be invblved in coordinated
efforts in vocational.education planning and their responsibilities.

This study is concerned with the baviers that affect coordination in planning at the local level,
at the state level, and between the state and local levels. A better understanding of these barriets to
coordination in vocational education planning, and the ways in which they affect coordinative relation-
ships, is a requisite for designing strategies for irnppwtig statewide vocational education planning.
Statewide vocational education planning represe s a negqn, accommodation, and integration
of all of theldiverseinterests and concérns of gncies aniIividuals involved in the future and
di ection-of vocational education.

The narrative about barriers to coordination in v 'anal education planning which is presented
next provides the reader with/a broader and clearer understanding of the specific %lays in which these

, barriers are manifested in the actual planning context of vocational education. The,barriers to coordi-
nation are presented in the following way. A problem that functions as a barrier to coordination in
vocational education planning is stated and is th9h f011owsd by a description of its effect:I-on coordi-
nation. Each of the barriers is described both in terms of if.theoretical perspective and its operational
implications. A more complete understanding of the theorelical perspective that ispresented csn be
gained by reading Chapter III in this report. Examples of planning problem situations that reflect the
coordination barriers are described next. These problem situations are those that were frequently -
expressed in the dialogues. Statements that were characteristic of commels expressed in the dialogue
sessions are also presented.

Problem
.

A lack of direbtion and on absence of a consensus about what roles and responsibilities different
gencies ihould play iri developit statewide plans for vocational eduçtion make it difficuit to imple-

ment an overall'framework for coordination in vocational education p ning;

The original impetus for this stildy grew out of observations by the sdy team that statewide

. .
. ,

planning for vocational education, and coordination practices necessary to support statewide planning,
were still in an early stage Of development. Statewide planning refers here to.pranning that includes
the systematic involvement and cobrdination of all groups, agencies, and institutions who contribute
to, support,,or have evoke in vocational education. This planning through systematic coordination

,. then culminates in a plan for vocationaloducation,that representsa negotiation, accommodation, and
: finally an integration of the contributions of all 'local providers of Vocational education, the itate

agency(ies) responsible for vocational education, and the other groups who coordinate wittr them.

Ls,
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The findings of the study team suggest that statewide vocational education planning as defined

above does not seem to have been actvieved because:

there is'bn absence of comprehensive plans for coordination effoit4 to Alieve statewide

vocational educatiori planning
11.

there is an absence of policies and procedures for developing statewide plans

The results of tNI year's work also suggest that the achievement of statewide coordination in

vocational education planning has been impeded by at least four barrier's: (1) a lack.of leadership

in statewide voc#tional education planning; (2) uncertainties about roles and responsibilities for

coordination in vocational education planning; (3) the existence of multiple agencies and governance

structures having similar responsibilities for providing vocational education; and (4) the compliance

.orientation of the current planning process.

Examples of how these four barriers affect the process of coordination in producing statewide
plans for vocational education are presented next.

Barrier: A Lack of Directibn

On the basis of the coMments of participants in the dialogue sessions, it can be inferred that a

major barrier to the development of a trulyrarticulated state plan for vocational education is that no

, agency hat taken thP initiative to develop such a plan. This state of affaini continues to exist in spite

of the numerourexpressions by participants across gll segments of the educational community

involvedifi the dialogues that the federally-mandated state plan is not satisfactory as a state's plan

for vocatidnal education. -

Int number of states, participants in the dialogue sessions expreisl)rd a desire to develop a

planning process that would iv more proactively oriented tharrthe eurrent local application/state

plan process. To inflement such a planning process would reqtrire not only g mechanism for achieving

common goals at different levels of the system, but also some organhation or unit that is fecognized

as the leadarbrsponsor of the prOcess. Many participants felt that this initiative should be vested in

the state division of vocational education.

Barrier: Uncertainties About Roles
and Responsibilities

In Chapter III, The Contekt for Coordination in Vocational Education Manning, uncertainty of

role descriptions is listed among.the secondary factors impeding coordination, even when other

underlying conditions would tend to support interaction. This problem can.apply .both to individuais'

own role perceptions-end to those of staff in other organizations.

-
Some participants in the dialogue sessions expressed the perception that there is a lack of con-

sensus as to what roles and responsibilities state, loch!, and related agencies should.have in the

vocational education planning process. A program supervisor in one of the statesixpressed the

impact of this situation in the followingwords:

There is confusion about roles and responsibilities in thp planning process

which results in frustration and a negative attitude toward the planning process

as a wh8le

4.-14
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The following quote represents the feelings of local directors in one state regarding coordination
problems among agencies:

There have been a lot of discussions about articulation and so on, between
secondary and postsecondary. It's a slow process, and ono thing that inhibits
planning id that 9reals that we can sit down here, we can do a lot o:f planning
and work, and the people 'in the state office up there can decide thdlrliey want
a different thrust in a different direction ... we've spun our wheels .7

Participants in several states commented on current coordination problems they perceived as
existing between the unit of the state division of vocational education responsible for program super-
vision, and the unit rbsponsible for planning, budgeting, and management information systems. Some
local administrators expressed uncertainty about what units at the state level they should coordinate
with for various planning activities. They were unsure of who at the state level had responsibilities
for what activities. In other instances, the perception of a lack of coordination of units at the state
level seemed to redu0 the incentive of local administrators to coordinate with a state agency that
seemed to be at odds' with itself.

Multiple state Agencies Responsible for Vocational Education. Frequent comments were made
in some states concerning conflicts between the state division of vocational education and other state
agencies or units reiponsible for vocational educatico. In these instances, congruence in organizational
responsibilities of different agencies or units stood out prominently as impeding coordinative relations
between them. Participants described numerous instances of adversary relationships, breakdowns in
communication, unhealthy competition, and serious conttets over the sharing of authority and
fedefal frinds for vodational education by the different agencies or unitsfesponsible for vocational
education. There was a further recognition that these interorganizationar coordination peoblems had
two ripple effects: these difficulties at the state level were a barrier to developing a unified state
direction for vocational education, and they contributed to'a lessening of coordination in support of
vocational education planning betwedh local level schools that-operated under different.state agencies
or different operating units within the same state agency. .

a

An analysis of the documents made available to thrNtudy team and an analysis of the transcripts
of the dialogue sessions suggest three reasonably probable conditions as impeding effective cOordi-
native relations (in some states) between the'stap division of vocational education and other state
agencies or units with responsibilities for vocational education. These three conditions are that:

active coordination With:other governing bodies and units with vocational education
missions legitimizes.the regulatory authority and professional stature of these other
bodies and Units. As a result, the state division of vocational education perceives a real
or potential threat to its survival. This is because the state division of vocational education
has traditionally been the sole regulatory authority for vocational education, and the.sole
source of professional leadership or direction for vocational education.

active coordination with other governing bodies and units for vocational education
legitimizes the concept of multiple vqcational education delivery systems. As a result,

.the integriti of vocational &ideation as a single recognizable systentbecomes more
difficult to defend, and the constituency-building which is nrkeded to establish a base
for legislative and administrative support is made more difficult.

federal 'legislative provisiOns for vOcational education indirectly le gitithize the existence
of muttiple governing boards and units for vocational education by directing special set-
asides for the funding of postsecondary vocational education. These provisions seem to
directly contributelo an atmosphere of divisiveness and conflict over issues of funding and
power in the coordinlion that does take place bet the state division of vocational
education and other te-level agencies with postsecon s authority and responsibilities.

13
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Barrier: The Compliance Orientation
Toward Planning

The federally mandated state plan for vocational education was Arceived by most participants

in the dialogues as.too restrictive or prescriptive to serve as a basis tor a useful statewide plan foi

vocatiorNI education. In adilition, many local administrators and some state division staff expressed

a reluctance to engage in coordination activities to develop state plans.

44.

The reasons given for the reluctance to allocate resources to interagency coordinative relation-

ships to produce state plans included: ''State plans are not planning documents, they are contracts."

... "They are developed to meet federal requirements and not local/state situations." ... "Slate

plans do not influence the direction of vocational education in the state in a noticeable wayf." As a

result of these and similar attitudes, most state and local administrators stated that they either had

not read state plan documents or, if they had, they did so only in a casual manner. These persons,

expressed little, if any, sense of ownership in-these documents.

Problem

The specificity and perceived contradictions or inconsistencies in federal legislation for vocational

education tend to: (a) create accompanying uncertainties in whet is required or expected from voca-

tional education agencies; and (b) cause vocational educati& agencies to divert resources from coordi-

nated proactive planning toward compliance planning.

Barrier: Specificity in Legislation 1 4

Coordination in vocational education planning is mandated o(implicil in many of the specific

legislative provisions of Title II of the Education Auffendments of 1976. From adheor9tital pet-Spec-

tive, excess specificity affects a number' of conditions that are seen as necessary for coordination to

occur. For example, if provisions of :the Act are perceived as too inflexible and impractical with

respect to special local sttuations, incentive for coordination in planning to deal with these provisions

is minimal. From attheoretical perspective, other likely effects on coordination in vocational education

planning that result from the specificity of provisions in the Atkinclude: (a) reducing the incentive of

organizations to be innovative or flexible in their Planning; (b) causing organizations to modify existing

needs, objectives, and sctivities to comply with legislation fOr fear of`ipsing funds; and (c) restricting

organizations from 111Qdifying procedures that would enable them to imprdve coordination with other

organizations.

.41

Examples of situations that point Up how perceptions of current legislative provisions create

uncertaintis in the e*pectations for vocational education agencies and tend to-cause them to divert

eesovrces from.coordinated proactive planning-toward compliance"planning include the following:

federal funding proVisions versus special state and jocal'iituations

federal thrusts-for promoting sex euqity in vocational education programs that are

inadequately funded \,*

data and reporting systems that ard unduly burdensome and impractical

evaluation for compliance versus program improvement

s,
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Prescriptive and RestrictiVe Funding Provisions in Federal. liNgislation. The program approval
and funding process under federal legislative provisions ties dollars to formulas and purposes. Categorical
aid and formula provisions were seen by some adMinistrators as good mechanisms for highlighting
federal thrusts and for promoting equity in the distribution of funds. In practice, these conditions
were believed at times to do just the opposite. One lOcal administrator indiczned that:

The present manner in which money comes from the federal level frequently.
disrupts efforts at coordination at lower levels and contributes to turf building ...

Many administrators pointed out that few schookdistricts seemed ready to reject the opportAity
to apply for their entitlement of federal vocational education funds. There are many pressures on
state divisions Of vocational education and local education agencies and institutions to apply for all
monies available to them for educational purposes. It was pointed out that local'and state adminis-
trators usually gO where the money is, and lesser priority is sometimes given to compelling needs if
these needs are not compatible with federal formula prescriptions and rections. In discussingthis
issue a la% administrator stated that: I

The state department people pointed out that we have criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and
categories x, y, and z. And there was no place where funds were available for
meeting this particular need, although they agreed that the need existed ...

Voetrtipnal education administrators expressed the belief that federal dollars under the Amendments
were useful for Supplementing state and local dollars for vocational education; but in many instances
these dollars were not critical for implementing new programs,or continuing existing ones. This fact can
make the extensive coordination that is required for the preparation of local applications and fisal
reports seem owerly burdensome. One district reported that it operates its vocational programs without
federal dollars and without coordinating its planning with the state agency because the cost of the paper-
work required for local applicatiofi and reporting purposes exceeds their federal dollar entitlement.

Sex Equity. The vocational education provisions of the Education Amendments of 1976 have
an explicit mandate for promoting sex equity in vocational education. The vocational education
provisions of these Amendments require each state to create the position of a sex equity coordinator
whose functions are also mandated. Some sex equity coordinators, and others, were untiappy with
having legislative prescriptions for the coordinators because they klt that limited funding could make
it difficult to adequately address specifiC state or local situmions. Limited funding and staffing-for
sex equity was perceived by local administrators as affecting the ongoing coordination with local
schools that would be needed to plan for improving sex equity in vocational education.

The specificity of mandatesior sex equity seems to have also created uncertainties in what is
required or expected of vocational edupation agencies in their efforts to coordinate in planning for
sex equity. The problems of restructuring traditionakenrollment patterns in vocational, edpcation
programs is a case in point. There seemed to be a broad consensus among the participanti in the
dialogue sessions that the schools were implicitly being mandated to restructure traditional enroll-
ment patterns in vocational education programs. But administrators contended that the schools were
not the barrier to restructuring traditional enrollment patterns in vocational education programs.
Instead, the major barriers to restructuring were given as: (a) peer group pressures; (b) parental
attitudes; and (c) the fact that in some smaller communities jmployers are reluctant to hire women
to work jobs currently performed by men.

Secondary vocational edutation administrators reported $hat many females who indicated
their intention to enroll in a traditionally male-oriented vocational education program did not follow
through and actually enroll. Although all of the reasons just mentioned were indicated, fear of negative



reactions from friends and par-enter displeasure seemed to be the most important les for preventing

enrollments by these females. As ohe local administrator commented:

Parental attitudes are a problem with attracting females into tradition ally male

programs. Morn aoeSit't want to tell her neighbor across the fence ti)lat her

daughter is going into carpentry ...

In the case of male students considering enrollment in a traditionally female-

group pressure seemed to be the most important'reason for not enrolling.

/

riented program, peer-.

Another problem mentioned was a lack of coordinated local/state agthcy planning despite

, recognition of the need for restructuring of enrollment patterns in Vocati al education. The provisions

Apof the Amendments with respect to funding and multiplicity of function of the sex equity coordinator

was perceived as impractical for permitting the kind of state/local agenc coordination necessary to,

implement successful strategies to achieve a restructuring of enr011ment atterns.

Some school administrators were colicerned that federal orstate udits of their distribution of

enrollments by sex in-vocational education programs would invite unf ir.criticisms of their efforts

to promote sex equity. They felt that they continue to support schoql stalf in promoting sex equity

but that administrators and teachers do not control student or com unity values and attitudes. These

administrators welcomed Coordination with state divisions of vociiiiinalstaff to promote sex equity

in vocati nar education. However, it was expressed that coordination efforts should_ not focus on a

"numbe " or compliance game; otherwise, effective communication for putiosés of promoting sex

equity c uld be impeded.

Data Collection. The burdens associated with collecting and transmitting &eta and preparing

plans and'reports for compliance purposes can divert resources needed for proactive planning and

can create frictions in coordinative relationships.

In terms of the theoretical background, the growing concern for compliance encroaches on the

basis for organizational exchange by reducing the availability of staff and other resources to support

forward-looking, coordinative planning. By causing organizations to focus attention on information

and data that are not directly relrant to their own planning needs, this orientation ourages

organizatidns from placing a high priority on assembly and transmission of data tha Id be *Inc-

tional in planning. The net effept is to reduce the incentive for vocational education izaWs to

coordinate in a vertical hierarchy (local, state, federal).

. Local administrators believe that they are not compensated adequately for their,tim e and

trouble in prolliding information to the state education agency. Likewise, the state agency has a

concern that federal funding is out of proportion to the effort it invests in compliance-directhd

planning'and evaluation activities,

Examples of problem situatioAs that are associated with collecting and transmitting data and/or

preparing plans and reports include.the following:

Federally mandated reporting tystirn requitements that are perceiyed as problematic,

'unduly burdansdine, and impractical 'to implement

Evaluations for compliance with federal legislative provisions versus evaluations for

program improyement

, 16
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Reporting Systems. Theibtovisions of the Education Amendments of 1976 promote coordina-
tion of efforts between state Pisions of vocational .education and local education agencies and
institutions with respect to generating accurate and timely data for state planning purposes anh for
meeting the requirements of the National Vocational Education Data Reporting and Accounting
System (VEDS l,. Participants in the dialogue sessions expressesLa number of reasons for a lack of
effective coor nation between the state and local level in planning_tor the collection.and trans-
mission of the legislatively required data. These feasons included: raj impracticalities and uncertain-' ties in acquiring and applying certain of the mariUatatl data; (b) excessive time, cost, and sitaff that
are required to generate theinandated data; and (c) teeming conflicts in definitions of terms.

. .

VEDS, operated through the Nalional Center for Educational Statistics, rebeived special mention
for creatingiunneces and imprN ocaal data burdens on state and lal level education agencies and
institutions. Some p rtic ipants pointed out that they sew no reason yvhy every public school in the
country offering vocational instruction had to be included in the data collection process. And surely,
fear& policy-oriented questions about vocational education could be developed froth data collected
through sampling techniques. Other participants pointed out that generating and reporting individual
student data was extremely time-consuming and costly to them.

The V,EDS system would present a problem in that many schools, are operating
on hand ledgers and do not have the resources, the manpower, the technology,
or the expertise to put in a program type cost accounting system ... t

Others mentioned that the U.S. Office of Education instructiAal program taxonomy was
inconsistent with local course or program descriptions. Administrators at the local and state levels
also'pointed to the continuing resistance to VEDS by the Council of Chief State School Officers
through its Committee on Evaluation and Information Systems as further evidence that federal
agencies and/or the Congress are creating an undue data burden on the states. Some local vocational
education administrators reported that they hesitated to identify persons as disadvantaged or handi-
capped in the process Of preparing local applications or in meeting reporting requirements because
they felt such identification conflicted with present interpretations for the maintenance of privacy.

One effect of diverting local, resources from'program support toward the collection and trans-
mission of data for compliance purposes seems to be a reduced incentive for vertical interagency
coordinative relationships beiween the state division of vocational education and local districts, and
between this state agency and the federal agencies requesting legislatively mandated data. Some
participants made statements to the effect that if federal agencies could "get their act together"
consolidating and coordinating their data requests, it would be a needed step toward promoting
better state and local, level data generation and reporting.

Program Evaluation. Local education agencies and institutions have traditionally regarded
state-initiated program evaluations at one mechanism, for promoting the improvement of Itistruction.
In state and. local coordinated program evaluation efforts, curriculum, teaching, and facilities are
reviewed with respect to what should be improved to make the program.more relevant and effective.
The outcome of the evaluation process is typically a suggested plpn for program improvements.

The process of program evaluation is potentially threatening to any organizatibn. There are,
therefore, carefully worked out protocols alid procedures for coordinating the planning, operation,
And folloW-through activities that are part of the program evaluation process. The legislative provisions
for evaltiation of vocational education programs have created an atmosphere of uncertainty at the
state and local level as to thecontinued viability of current'procedures and protocols for local
progrem. evaluations. There is a perception that program evaluation is likely to shift toward assessing
programefor compliance with federal legislative provisions rather than for prograM improvement.
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Several outcomes were seen as likely to occur. These outcomes included: (1) a reduction in incentives

to local agencies to coordinatd with the state agency-in developing evaluation procedures; and (2) a

porible shift in program actiyIes or resources at the local level toward mandated legislative provisions

in order to reduce the probabilit of losing funds.

Barrier: Contradictions in Legislative Provisions

An unfortunate consequencekof the multiple priorities implieehn federal legislation effecting

vocational education is that the legislation suggests interpretetions,which can lead to interagency

conflict. According to the theory of coordination as described in the following chapter, two of the

necessary conditions for coordination argawareness and sintjlarity of goals and values. When there

is a possibility of multiple or differing intgrpretations of legislation, there can be differences in the

goals for addressing the problems.

Notable examples of the potential for differing interpretations of legisition reported by our

resp6ndents were:

multiple and potentially confliqting definitions of various specia get populations -

identified in legislation

potential conflict between the legislative implication that the maxi m number of

students have access to some type of vocational education, and the emphasis on.use of

training-related placement as a performance criterion, particularly as it impinges on

smaller, less industrialized communities

potential conflict between the legislative emphasis on enrolling handicapped,

disadvantaged, or nontraditional students and the emphasis on use of training-related

placement as a performance cirterion

Conflicting Definitions and Labeling of Special Populations. The identification and reporting

of handicapped and disadvantaged students, as well as other definitional problems, were sore points

with many local education administrators. Federally prescribed definitions with respect to disadvan-

taged and handicapped persons, those with limited English-speaking proficiency, postsecondary,

adult, etc., were perceived as being in coAct with local (or state) practices. A consequence of

conflicting definitions-can be to create tertainties in how brIst to direct program planning to meet

the needs of students. One local administrator statlit this way: ,

What is a meaningful definition at the local leveltecomes less meaningful at the

state level and becomes gibberish at the federal level. The gibberish is recognized

and we are told to tighten up. And as we get our definitions tighter and tighter

it causes us to force our programming to meet the definition rather than to meet

the n

It also seemed t some local administrators that there were contradictions in definitions of the same

terms in different federal laws. V

Conflicts in definitions create Vditional burdens on local educatiorragencies and institutions

because they must respond with data reports to,a multiplicity of federal and state agencies that

'pperate within the framework of different legislation. As a result, local education agencies,become

uncertain as to what they are required to do and coordinative relationships are disrupted with state

agencies which make demahds for conipliance.

18



The pervasiveness of these definitional and labeling problômisuggests that,there is a laCk of .

interagency (state, local, and federal) coordinative relationships to deal effectively with them.
.

Interestingly, there were strong expressions.from many administrators in the dialogue sesIons that
they continue to support vocational education for special populations. They also believe that
criticisms that vocatial education does not actively provide for special.needs students are possibly
the result of inadequa ies in federal reporting systems.

Conflicts Resulting from the Usb OV Training-Related Placement\as a Measure of Program
SuCcess. Effidence of training-related placement as a measure of prociram success under federal
vocational education legislation was especially troubling to secondary sdhool aarninistratcirs
participating in the dialogues, and even more so if the secondary school had only two or three
programs and was located in an area having little industrial eMloyment. These administrator
pointed out that man'y cominunities Cannot offer new 'or additional vocational educatioEprog
because of inadequate local financial resources, tenure considerations, etc. As a result, vocational
education programs that ere in place must, Over time, serve the greatest number of students having
diverse needs, abilities, and interests. These inplace programs must also provide these students with
the best mix of exploratory, employability, and employment skills that can be taught under these
circumstaricq. In this context, the use of training-related placement as a measure for evaluating
program succs was perceived by local pdministrators as unfair, especially if thestate program
approval and fu ding process gives siOlificant weight to this measure.

in the fol wing quot% a State program supervisor'explajns why local schools inaural areas of
the state consi er placement related tolocal labor market need a ppor measure of sate*

... all the people in that county load pulpwood. Are we going to train all the'.
people iryhat county to load pulpwood? Obviously, no, we're not going to do
that, because they areWt going to load pulpwood, they're going to get away
from thereas fast as they can ...

It was also pointed out that if training-related placejnent is to be a major criterion for fundin9
secondary vocational education programs, then such a criterion is,inimical to the federal thrust .tdk
serve special populations that are the most difficult to retain in sdhool. or to place on training-relatikl
jobs; and especially in times of high u mployment.

These facts seemed to produce an unfavorable climate for theitate division to try and effect,
coordinative relationships with these local education agencies foP the purpose of promoting instruc-
tional program redirection.

Problem

Differences in organizational policies, procedures, and objectives of agencies concerned with
Vocational education and manpower training tend to impede coordinated planning by making it
more difficult for such agencies to communicate with and have access to each other, and by increaiing
the costi or risks pf coordination.

Barrier: Differences in Planning Cycle and Scheduling

A majorcategory of organizational barriers to coordination in vocational education planning
is that of tcheduling and the timing cycle fOr planning. Differences in scheduling and timing reduce
interorgallzational access in two ways. First differences in schedules reduce the probabifity that
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organizations can coordinate their ei for ts to serve the same client gioups, It agencies ale unable to

share client groups, they may decide that coordination and joint planning are fruitiest activities.
Another problem is that organizations which have a desire to coordinate their planning may find it
difficult tQaccornplith because of incompatible planning/budgeting cycles. Examples that reflekt
how scheduling and timing cycles for planning affect coordinative relationships are as follows:

differences in schedules and calendars of secondary schools, postsecondary
rhstitutions, and CETA

a lack cif synchronization between the budgeting cycle and vbcational education
planning activities
the timing cycle for state plan development (including the annual program plan and
accountability report) limits the ability of local schools and other organizations to
contribute to the development of state plan documents

Calendar and daily schedule differences can impede eo6rdination in planning services between
secondary and postsecondary institutions, and tretween vbcational education and CETA. For example,
quafter-based schedules of postsecondary institutions do not dovetail with semester schedules of
secbndary schools. Programs that could involve shared use of secondary and i.iostsecondary facilities
are impeded by this factor. Similarly, clients are accepted by CETA and are eligible for training at
almost any time during the year, but many vocational programs have limited entry points during the

year and cannot accommodate CETA clients in between the entry point times. As a result, some
CETA administrators regard coordinated planning with vocational aducatkin as not worthwhile.
Instead, they 'prefer4to deal with community-based organizations and private vocational institutions
which are more oriented toward schedule flexibility.

Alhajor problem that seems to affect coordination in support of vocational education planning

at both state and local levels is the fact that the local application for program approval and funding
required under federal legislative provisions may be submitted to the state before the state is able .

ita knciNlv how much federal/state funding is available to it. A member of a state division planning staff

eNpressed the situation aptly:

One of the big problems is that we don't know early enough within a given school .

year, or budget year, what programs are needed and what the legislature is going '
to fund. By the time the two decisions come together, it's almost too late for.
planning ...

The commOnly-expreised effects of this lack of synchronization are creation of uncertainties in
local level planning and stifling of new program initiatives.

CV

A similar problem that was expressed in the dialogues was that the timelines are so constrained

for preparing and "Omitting state plan documents for vocational education to the U4S. Office of
Education that there istinsufficient time for organizations outside the state division to contribute

effective input. in fact, In one state, local plans are submitted to the state after the state plan has
been submitted to the federal government. In another example, copies of the state plan were not

made available to local districts until more than six mon s after federal approval of the plan.

Barrier: Differences in Policy and Procedures for lnte action

Scheduling and timing barriers represent specific examples of differences in procedures for

planning among organizatlims. However, a more general and pervasive problem is present planning

procedures of vocational edwation agencies which tend to neglect or insufficiently address the
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pui poses and outcomes of inteiagency involvement in planning. Iwo examples oi this situation are:

a lack of specific Plans and documented policies covering tile purposes of interaction
with other agencies

. a lack of adequate resources (staff and time) for effective organizational liaison

Most participants in the dialogues said that they considered coordination important, and often
mentioned settings where coordinatioh activities took place. Many of these persons stated that they
did not, however, &ways have a clear copception of what such activities or sessions were supposed
to accomplish. A general perception was that interagency coordination would be more useful if there
were adequate policies and procedures for coordination efforts.

For example, there were several instances where participants pointedout that they were in the
process of trying to create an effiktive interagency coordinating body. One problem they faced was
how to bridge the gap between sharing what each group was doing, and defining how coordinating
agencies can orchestrate their efforts to improve services`to clients. In another example, several
participants suggested that there is no formal mechanism to achieve coordinated plpnning between
CETA and vocational education, resulting in a relationship that Must rely on personalities.

Numerous comments were also made concerning the inadequacy of resources available for
coordinating planning. At the state division of vocational education the resource, problem was seen
as inadequate funds to provide sufficient staff to link with local schools, and/or a shortage of time
due to paperwork requirements and daily business. At the local level, the resource problem was seen
as insufficient suppOrt for instruction and/or lack of communication from the state division. In any
case, local level respondents frequently comMented on the need for more technical assistance support
from the state agency, while both state and local persons pointed up the need for better interlevel
communication in support of a wide range of planning activities for vocational education.

te

Barrier: Differences in Objectives

Even when ageacies are able to overcome problems of 6Ianning cycle synchronization and have
established formal policies for interagency relations, they still may be unable to pursue coordinated
planning due to differences in objectives or priorities. The theory of interagency coordination empha-.
sizes the importance of similarity among agency goals and values or ideologies as a necessary condition
for coordination.,.

Differences in objectives regarding skill deiielopment and/or Outcomes for clients are responsible
for lack of congruence among the various organizations preparing individuals for work roles. For ,

example, respondents reported wide variation's in the perceived success of coordination between
vocational education and CETA. Differences in objectives or philosophy Were considered significant
impediments to this relationship.

From the perspective of vocational educators, CETA focuses on short-term skill development
with the objective of Placing an individual in unsubsidized employment as soon as possible. Vocational
educators prefer to place more emphasis on providing a cluster of Skills or preparing students with an
in-depth orientation to atareer field. Vocational administrators Indicated skepticism toward the value
of short-term skill programs which they regarded as insufficiept preparation for the world of work.

4,1

On the other hand, CETA stafflelt that vocational edticlkion programs are inflexible, that
vocational education is unwilling to share its turf (or expertise) with other agencies, and that vocational
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education is more interested in CETA dolkeS them CI TA clients. Dialogue pal ticipants wpm ted

901fie very satisfactory relationships between the two agencies, but the majority had encountered

conflict that stemmed from differences of philosophy and objectives.

In cases where organizations share the same objectives, there may be significant differences in

the relative priority assigned to the objectives by each agency. Our dialogue participants repo, ted a

number of situationsin Which differences in priorities paused conflicts among organizations and

made it difficult for them to come to terms with certain issues in dooi-dinative planning.

For example, it was noted that secondary level vocational atimieistrators place a soMewhat

higher priority on student interest as a factor for program initiation and continuation than they do

to the factor of potential employment opportunities for program completers. The reverse seemed

to be true for state staff persons who represented administration, planning and management infor-

mation systems. These differences in priorities Were perceived as a source of friction in Interlevel

coordinative relationships for program approval and funding purposes.

Another example is the difference iii priogty given to training students forlocal labor market
need versus training for mobility. This issue was reported as a source of friction at various.levels:

betWeen the community and the Vocational program, between the district and the state agency, and

among school districts in.a particular area. In situations where most rural and small schools train

their students for jobs in distant (and sometimes for several) metropolitan areas, there is a great

potential for duplication of instructional programs among institutions and a disincentive to

cooklinate pleinning to make the best use of available resources. This is due, in part, to two factors:

(a) these districts do not feel that local labor market needs are the basis for instructional programs;

and, (b) it is difficult to determine what programs are most likely to lead to employment wheri there

is the lack of a definable labor market area for graduates.

Barrier: Differences in Perception of Date

Differences in the way organizations view data for vocational etkication planning also was

found to be a barrier to coordination in vocational education planning.

A number of the conditions theoretically necessary for coordination are impeded by this

situation. Mutual awareness and communicatiOn are threatened because organizations disagree bn

procedures for obtaining and utilizing data. Furthermore, lack of consensus on data implies that,

to a certain extent, organizations have differing perceptions of the problems of vocational education

planning.

A large number of local and state ievel participants were cuirently involved in coordination

efforts that deal with employment data. These persons had much to say about their experiences .

as data suppliers or data consuniers. Many of those placed in the role of data coniumers (e.gs, schdol

administrators) often doubted the accuracy and/or the usefulness of the employment data that

were provided to them by data simpliers (e.g., state division planners, state employment services

personnel). Specific viewpoints on employment data expressed by consumers of such data included

the following: (a) there is a lick of correspondence between available employment data breakdowns

and local needs; (b) there are differences in the useability of available employment data between

urban and rural areas; and (c) there are contradictions betWeen the data that are available to local

schools and experiences ofvocational education graduates in the labor market.
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Many lbmploynwnt data supphvts, on Ow (Ohm hand, snrinrd ndanyvly ret lain that advonahr
employment data are available for voctitional education planning purposes. They indicated that
vocational.educatioitidata consumers claim otheihwise, but this is because they either don't know,
what date to ask for, or these cons4fiers don't understand how to use employment data that are
available to them.

Another frequent comment by data suppliers was that they felt that data wets tended to
manipulate data to fit preconceived notions. This perception was expressed by state division staff

..as the reason why they are 'reluctant to-accept locally-generated information that districts some-
times submit in contradictjon tO state-generated labor market data.

There was also little consensus between data suppliers and data consumers about the meaning
ol "best in the term "best available employment data." Employment data consumers infetred that
when data suppliers have employnient data available, it is "best" because it is available, not best
because, it is targeted to-the specific needs of data consumers. On the other hand, data suppliers
sometimes expressed the view that data.consumers did not appreciate the time constraints and
technical difficulties inherent in reformatting or reinterpreting employment data that were originally
prepared for purposeepther than vocational education planning.

Employment data suppliets and consumers regarded each other as being sincere, capable, and
dedicated individuals. On the other hand, it seemed evident in the dialogues that there were significant

,probleins in communication between the two groups. Coordinative relations do not irm to have
reached the point where employment data consumers and users deal with these issues es directly and
constructively as they might.

Problem

Environmental conditions surrounding vocational education agencies affect the ability of
agencies to produce joint plans by limiting the degree ti) which individuartgencies can fulfill and
implement plans.

One of the significant findings that emerged from the study was the extent to which environ-
mental conditions influence the ability of organizations to coordinate for the purpose of effective
vocational education planning. This is because pressures from the environment tend to prescribe the
extent to which individual organizations make and fulfill cOmmitments to one 'another..On the basis
of participants' comments three major barriers tO coordination in planning were identified as resulting ,

from environmental pressures. These are as folloWe:.

the difficulty of determining available future funding reduces the incentive for
interorganizational coordination to develop long-range plans

the difficulty of anticipating social, industrial, and demographic changes reduces
the ability of organizations to produce meaningful plans

the position of vocational agencies within the larger educational framework, and the
political pressures to which the organizations are exposedhreduce'the potential for
implementation of plans that could be developed in a coorilinated framework

These problems contribute to an unstable context for coordination in vocational education planning
and generate disruptions for many of the coordination efforts that evolve during, or as a consequence
of, the planning process.
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Barrie.: linceet tainty of Funduig Levels 41`

The level of funding is consistently a concern for all levels of the vocational education syst\em
and is one of the major constraints that must be addressed in both the annual and long-term planning

process. Beyond the actual level of funding, however, lies a problem that, in sdme ways, is even more

of a constraint. That is, the inability of plannefs to piedict or anticipate- except in a general way
what funding levels will belrorn year to year.

At both state and local levels, administratorscommented on the difficulty of predicting the level
of funding they are to receive. Local schools experience unCertainty because they are dependent upon
the budgeting cyelvs and funding trends of the state level. The state, in turn, is at the mercy of federal

trends and cycles.

As an example, there may be major shifts from year, to year in federally funded categorical
prograrns. Additionally, federal funding cycles differ from the actual'school year. Such occurrences

rnake it difficult (reduce the incentive) for state and local level planners to coordinate for the purpose
of developing viatlie, long-range plans.

The local level restiondents indicated to the study team that funding levels are perhaps the
prime consideration when deciding whether to implement or modify vocational programs. If funding
levels cannot be anticipated, it becomes extremely difficult for coordinated program planning to occur.

Barrier: inability to Anticipate Social, Industrial,
and Demographic Changes Over Time

Changing social, industrial, and demographic conditions play havoc with vocational.edycation
planning, especially planning which is undertaken for periods of three to five years into thewfuture.
Such trends exercise enormous influence over two primary resources which the vocatiorCal education

system needs in order to continue its existence. These resourced are: (1) students, whether youth or

adults; and (2)' incitistries and businesses which employ siudents atter their training. Uncertainties in

the social, indlistrialy, and demographic Context within which vocational education planning occurs"- .

causes prosi g? and strain for those attempt:pg to coordinate for effective planqing.

The respondents indicated that the requirement in the state plan process of estimating enroll-

ments five years into the future is almost impossible to do with ahy degree of accurry,One state

level staff member offered the followingAtample:

I think the evidence of theimpossibility came out in last night's paper', where
the (urban] school district, all of a sudden, found they were short about
750 students. They don't kriow what happened to them,. Thii is from last year

to this year ...

Some adminisirators did suggest that two- fo'three:year projection's of enrollments.are more acceptable

to them. The five-year requirement, however, was perceived as fostering a tendency leard guesswork

..indithe creation of fictional data. Additionally, the balk for coordinated, areawide vocetional educa-
tion planning (e.g., between an AVTS and a community college) is severely diminished when uncer-

tainties ih future enrollments creates serious competition 6etween institutions 'to fill classrooms and

shops.

Anothemajor Problem described by respondents was the difficulty of using occupational pro-

jections as a basis for program planning. According to them, one large industrial facility moving in or
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planning efforts. This is an especially troublesome problem for small communitiertharing a common
labor market area or for those locales that derive economic sustenance from one major employer.

4.

All in all, environmental uncertainty constrains the ability of local education agencies to think
in terms of three- to five-year plans.

Barrier: Position of Vocational Agency
and P6litical Pressures

Political pressures, internal and external to the vocational education system, are subtle, yet
they exert majoj influences on coordination efforts for the purpose ofaocational education planning.
In some cases, focal administrators reported that due to their position within the organizational
hierarchy, they have inadequate authority to make and implement decisions. These individuals repre-
sentedvarious roles and levels of responsibility in the local-Oucation agency or community college
administration. They spoke of having to pass thrpugh several intermediaries to 'the superintendent of
schools or the community college president before obtaining a resolution to a decision or a problem.
Where local vocational administrators were low in the hierarchy, they spoke frequently about support
for vocational education being dependent on attitudes of principals and superintendents.

The composition of the school board, the coNtinuity of that membership, and the support it
gives to vocational education were all perceived as important factors influencing the direction of
the vocational program. The political, social, and econornic interests which these members represented
often contributed heavily to the addition or deletion of local vocational programs.

Extreme examples were cited Where programs had been retained needlessly because an instructor's
relative held aA influential position on the school board, or community groups persuaded the school
board and superintendent' to implement a vocational program which the vocational administrator felt
had low labor market demand.

At the state level, the organizational status of the vocational division within the state' education
agency was perceived as an influence on coordination in vocational education planning. If, for example,
the state director was several steps removed, organizationally, from the chief state schoOl officer, this
limited the state director's influence on educational policy decisions and communication with the
state legislature. State division staff at various levels in the divisional hierarChy comMented on, the
abilitV or inability of the state division to implement its authority with local agencies. State division
personnel perceived that too strict an emphasilln enforcement of regulations could result in local
level political pressures exerted on the state board of education.

The fact that both state and local vocational administrators are subject to internal and external
political conditions limits, to sre ex'tent, their ability to act in a coordinated Manner. State division
staff and a local administrator can agree that specific programs or, services should be in,stalled, but the
local vooational director may have trouble "selling" these to,the district, administration, board, or
community. Conversely, the local administrator may desire certain changes in legislation which'are
supported by thttstate division, but the state division may not enjoy the necessary position or visibility
allowing it to communicate with the legislature. These conditions are by no means universal in the
states visited, nor do they necessarily prevent effective cciordinated activity in support of planning.
However, at nearly every level, there were comments about the constraints imposed by political
environments which make the realitiers of educationalplanning more complex and difficult.
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11.

Summary

The establishment of effective coordinative relationships is an essential component of
vocational education Planning and numerous ways to facilitate coordination were described in this
chapter. Thep facilitators to coOrdination were found in the literature or were suggested by
persons who are currently involved in coordinatioroactivities in support of vocational education
planning.

This study focused on the process of coordination that results in a statewide vocational
Itlucation plan. Such a plan rep'resents a.negotiation, accommodation, and integration of all the
diverse interests and concerns of agerides,and individuals involved in the future and direction of
vocational education.

Lack of direction end uncertainties about roles and respontibilities for coordination in support
oPstitewide vocational education Planning, the compliance orientation toward planning, excess
specificity in legislation, restrictive funding, burdens associated with the collection and transmission
of data, conflictIttg definitionii and labeling of special populations, differences in planning cycles and
scheduling, differences in Organizational objectives, and thetinfluences of environmental conditions
surrounding vocational education plannin6 were some of the major barriers reported by participants
that affect coordination in vocational education planning at the local level, at the state level, and
between local and state levels.

These barriers and their effects upon coordination were described in an attempt to provide a
better understanding of the current state of coordinatiOn in vocational education-planning. A better
understanding of coordination in,vocational education planning can serve, as a basis for designing
strategies for improving statewide vocetional education planning.
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CHAPTER III

THE CONTEXT FOR COORDINATION
.IN VOCATIONAL %EDUCATION PLANNING

4

, Coordination is a very simple term, and perhaps deceptively so. It is used so oftenby administrators--
and legislators, that it has become a basic truthit is good for agencies to coordinate. The "need for
more coordination" is probably the Most frequentsuggestion for improvement in public agencies, and
why not? Col:ydination is supposed to eliminate boundaries, bridge gaps, improve service delivery,
reduce duplication and administtative oyerlap, and enhance the efficient use of resources. The usual
expectations are that policies should be mutually supportive rather than contradictory; and that
people should not work at cross purposes, but contribute to a common end.' Togetherness, unity, and
concerted aciion seem to be the inherent good of coordinative relationihips. But pervasive and continual
complaints about cdordinationor the lack of itseem to bear out Cohen's2 observation thatit is not
a simple phenomenon_ltis difficult to implement, and when implemented, prone to failure.

If coordination is intuitively a yvorthy endeavor, then there is reason for copcern. This is true
not onty because coordination efforts life "failure prone", but because the growing sentiment is that
coordination is a vague, imprecise, and probably useless term.,This sentiment is clearly stated by
Esterline in conCluding that:

"Coordination is becoming, if it hasn't already become; i buzzword that is used ,

in government circles somewhat carelessly and carries with it the implication
that coordination is the panacea for all that is wrong.with government today.
I think that this is dangerous and unfortunate for those of 4s %Mho are seriously
trving to make it work." 3 ,

The intent of this chapter is to provide an understanding of the nature of coordinative relation-
ships which can serve as a basis for improving coordination, in vocational education planning. The
chapter is analytic rather than prescriptive. It is an attempt to understand the concept of coordination,
and to explore the factors related to.its success. Suggestions on how coordination can be facilitated
will be explicit. However, these will billy be suggestive, and will arise only from an understanding of
the factors which underlie coordinative behavior.

The thapter serves to provide the background for interpreting the results of the investigation as
detailed in the previous chapter. This background is invaluable, since many of tha facilitators and
barriers 'to cobrdination which were ideptified in the study can be better understood given the context
provided in this chapter. In addition, the chapter provides the reader with the conceptual framework
used by the interviewers when eliciting pertinent information from respondents, and the framework
used by pAect staff when the inforfttion was subsequently abavacted from interview transcripts. ,

The chapter is divided into five major sections which attempt to unfold the complexities under-
lying the phenomenon of coordination..The sectioniare:

The Concept of Coordination, which examines.definitionally and conceptually the
meanirig and dime6ions of coordination
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Lborrhnetton in Vocational Educatiop, wlisch details entities arid avvriovs loi

coordination in vocational education .

Basic Necessities for Interorganizational Relations, which identifit4 anØ,dq ssrihes some

basic factors which have been found to have significant impact on coortitron. These
factbrs seem to be the basic Conditions which must exist before establishirm successful

cobrdinative relationships.

Secondary Factoh Affecting Coordinative Relationships, which describes selected...

organizational characteristics which help to explain coordinative behavior. Although the

basic necessitieS for coordination are met, barriers to coordination may still exist because

of selected organizational characteristics.

Barriers and Facilitators of Coordination, which examines some of-the barriers and

facilitators to coordination which have been iiientified in related literature. An attempt

is made to give some indication of how these facilitators enhance Coordination.

The Concept of Coordination

Catirdination is defined by Webster as "bringing together into a common action, movement or

condition; to harmonize; to act together in a smooth concerted way." This perspective on coordination

refers to commonality apurpose, unity, and concert in action. It reflects coordination as an orche-

strated, articulated system boundlogether by unhy of purpose. But in practice, this unity may.not

be necessary as a prirequisite for coordination,. 20-

Such an insiance is the interpretation of coordination-as the process of exchange." Here,

coordination is defined as the exchange of needed resources between two.or more organizations.

In this context resources are used in a most general sense to mean money, personnel, or equipment;

or less tangible items such as information or advice. Merely exchanging items for some Orpoteany

purposedenotes an act of coordination. Even securing the consent of one agency fits within the

exchange perspective of coordination. Commonality of purpose is unnecessary. This perspective allows

the concept of coordination to encompass a wider scope of organizations which can be potentially

defined as participants in a coordinative relationship. 4

4

Coordinatiorithen is an organized effort. It involves more than One party. In its simplest sense,

it can mean Mere gxchange and refer to a wide -range of organizations, or it can be restricted to refer

to a ooheiiv0; interrelated system of organizations working foward similar orcommon purposes. The

complexity off coordination in its true tense beconies readily apparent when one considers the negoti-

ation, integration, and accorrynodation necessary to achieve interorganizational or interunit cohesive-

ness. Bargaining must take place to reconcile differences, and adjustments become necessary -to address

the disparities between structures, processes, and ideologies:

As manifested in public agencies, however, coordination takes many different forms which may

require different degrees of cohesiveness and, hence, different forms of integration and accommodatiOn.

Little cohesiyeness is usimily required when coordination is the natural outgrowth of thelneeds

of specific agenctOs or units. Here, a relationship is established so that required agency functions can

be accomplished. For instance, data are requested from an external agency because they.are needed

for reporting or justi lcation Purposes. The effort is voluntary, and there are no sanctions or penalties

for non-coordine ' ,'
ationship is based on the sole realiiation that the provision of adequate .,

service, or the' ant of a 'specific funotion,iequires the support of some eNternal agent.

Esterlineo, has rale ', to this type of coordination as voluntary coordination or coordination by
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mutual. adjustment. 1 his kind of coordination usually involves a wide variety of organizations
voluntarily deciding to exchange commodities orservice.

Hierarchicel coordination' is more restrictive in scope and organitational freedom. Here, a
hierarchical relationship exists between agencies Which are coerced into coordinating. The state agency
may reqtlire local agencies to submit certain types of information on a continual basis, or local

cies may have to request permission to perform certain activities. TYpically, there is a central
author ,re lationships are predefined, and procedures ale established and formalized.

Horizontal coordinition,..on the other hand, is a composite of selected characteristics from
Werarchical and voluntary coordlnetl'on,_.Here, although coordination is not tiiererchical, it is rigidly
defined through existing legislation and operational policies which attempt to relate specific agency.
functions. Horizontal coordination Usually takes thelorm_of varioutinteragency linkage devices such
as coordinating councils, fund transfer mechanisms, policy coOrdination requirements, or externial
review procedures. The state Planning council for vocational educatiPii is-oiclitsuch example., The
council is required by law and is comprised of representatives from other agenc

Although many other differentietions can be made, two critical features tend to surface as
dimensions of coordination in public agencies: (a) whether the relationship is voluntary or mandated;
'and (b) whether participating agencies complement each other in accomplishing a brogity defined
goal. These features are of critical.importance in understanding coordinative behavior in agencies ,

concerned With vocational education.

Coordination in Vocational Education

There are numerous grogps, agencies, and institutions that are directly or indirectlyinvolved 4
with the delivery of vocational education services. As a consequence, it is..clifficult, if not impossible,
to fully describe the dimensions for coordination-in vocational education. Nevertheless, an attempt
to understand these dimensions is a prerequisite for identifying conditions which affect coordination
between subunits of the total 'Yocational education systeM. At thXpoint it may be mOst convenient
to enumerate a partial list of agencies involyed-in the network ofivocational education coordination.
But coordinative relationships.are so different that such a list will hardly unravel the intricacy of these
relationships.

- If a hierarchical'perspective of yocational education is taken, then coordination revolves around
the relationship between the state division of vocational education (SDVE) and the various public
local education agencies (LEAs) concerned with delivering vocational education services. The state
division is a central authority, relationships with local agencii, aredefined within 'state ind federal
legislation, and formalized procedures exist for the interaction betweervihese agencies. kach part o
the total system provides support for the accomplishment of a common but broadly defined goal:
the training of individuals for work roles. Here, the primary agencies in the coordination network are
LEAs and SDVEs.

4

Within this system, there are two types of coordination: the intra-agency coordination which
exists between different units at both the state and local levels, and the hierarchltal inter-agency
coordination defining the relationship which exists between the state and local levels. Both these types
of coordination complemek each other for an effective coordination network. Functions such as -

program services, evaluation, planning, and budget(ng are candidates for intra-agency as well as
inter-agency coordination. At eachlevel, evaluation information-Is-wad for planning, budgeting, and
improving programs; in addition, this information is transmitted between agencies for various purposes.
But this system is an oversimplified description of entities for coordination in vocational edWation;
other entities are involved in either horizontal or voluntary coordinative relationshipi.
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roles in maintaining the effectiveness of the vocational education process. At the local level, advisory-

ahd craft committees provida valuable input for critical decisions. The school board and various local

administrative councils proviOe policy guidelines. OtTA prime sponsors, the local employment

security office, the local chamber of commerce, localYmions, and individual businesses and industrie;

at the local level all play essential rol4 in vocational education. They all have theit place in the network

of vocational education coordination.

At thestaite level, there, is the State Board for Vocational Education, the State Legislature, the

State Advisory/Council for Vocational Education, and the State Plan Group. In addition, there are

other supportiye agencies or groups such aS the State'Occupational Information Coor.dinating Council,

and the State Employment Services Agency, among others; not to mention other groups such as

CETA, boards of apprenticeship training, and professional licensure boards. These agencies also have

their place in the network of vocational education coordination.

The coordination picture becomes even more complicated when one thinks of the essential

linkages between sedondary vocational education Provided by high schools and secondary vocational

centers, and postsecondary vocational education provided by area vocational-technical schools (AVIS),

private technical schools, and community colleges..The quality of slicl) relationships cannot be ignored

in an articulated frerneWork for vocational education delivery.

The entities for coordination in.vocational education may seem somewhat overwhelming but

coordina kot be understood, analyzed, or improved by estamining a limited subset of organiza-

tional relationships. or e rogram approval. procelli is ef9rmalized process through which

1...EAs get state (SOVE) approval to initiate : : 11 but those invovled in the process go.well

beyond the state and local agencies. The craft committee input is e-t: tialsinceltidentifiel relevant

program content, and local school board approval is necessail if the program is to be iinPlementedi.

Also, the local chamber of commerceMay provide informatiOn about program need which is not

available from the state (SDVE). Even the conCern for duplication may create other kinds of relation-

ships since it would require examinotikon of the availability of similar programp in the geographic area.

The.scenario of peripheral relationshjim can continue indeffniiely. The role each group plays in the

system may be quite different; but when roles are mutuilly sukortive, or when the activity Of one

group can effect the performance ojf the other, the activities of all performers in the system

known, and all relationships beco e important.

The concern,in this report çnters primarily on coordinatio9 betWeen state and local agencies in.

planning vocational education. Th1s coordination takes place within a ve6f broad context of ocgani-

zational relationships which c not be overlooked, This is so not only beCause their roles afesuppqrtive

or cart have potential impact Øn one another, but alsp because of.the political climate which can have ..
t:

substantial effects on SDVE EA coordination.
II

To provide some temblance of order to the complex array of otbanizations, four different levels

of coordinatron are identified. These levels are enumerated below:

intm-agency coordination' the interrelationship between units within vocational

education organizetiiintExample: the relationship between units such as planning,

budgeting, and program services. This relationship is of Critical importance since

inadequate internal coordination can be a major barrier to coordination with external

agencies.

Interagency Coordination (hierarchical) the critical core of the coordination network

represented by relationship betWeen the SDVEs and LEAs

'
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Interagency coordination (supportive or supplemental) refers to the relationship
between major vocational education agencies and peripheral vocationirl education bodies
such as advisory councils, state plan groups, state occupational information coordinating
council's. (SOICCs), etc. These are groups surrounding the nucleus of vocational education
delivery represented by the SDVE and LEAs.

interagency coordination (voluntary) these relationships aresoluntarily established by
different agencies to accomplish inttitutional goals. Examples would be tile relationship
between the SDVE and the state plenning agency, or the relationship between an LEA and
industries in the immediate area to promoteplacement for graduates. These relationships
fill the gaps for additional services not provided within the system.

Given this context, it is not difficult to understand why thece are persistent complaints about the
inadequacy of coordination in vocational education. Among the many pOssible reasons may be the
number of entitiis in the system, or the unrealistic expectations about what can be accomplished
through coordination. Whatever the reason, there are numerous factors and conditions which support
or hinder interorganizationer relations in vocational education. Some oi them factors may be beyond
the control of vocational education institutions, but, if the factors are understood, then the status of
coordination can be assessed and attempts to improve relationships can be initiated.

Basic Necessities for Interorganizational Relations

There are at least nine necessities forestablishing satisfactory interorganizational relations.
These necessities represent iome of the basic conditions which seem to underlie coordinative relation-
ships. If these conditions exist, then the probability of successful coordination is increased. The non-
existence of these conditions, however, can raise serious questions about the quality of the coordinative
relationship. Each condition (or basic necessity) will be explained separately under its respective sub-
-heading.

A Basis for Exchange

One of the fundamental conditions for establishing interorganizational relations is a basis for
-exchange. Exchange is ebasic characteristic of coordination. -Coordination requires that some sort
of transaction take place between coordinating agencies. This transaction is usually expressed in
teems of the resourc'es each participant brings to the coordinative relafionship.0 It is expected that
each participant have sornething to contribute. The items or commodities transacted,,or.the items
contributed to the relationship, comprise the basis for exchange. There are a variety of exchangeable
items. These include money, Information, equipment, specialized persOnnel, or clients. As long Els
there is something worth exchanging, there is the possibility for coordination. The coordination
between vocational education and CETA at the local level, for example, is based on the exchange of
financial resources by CETA to vocational education for the use by CETA of established vocational
education.facilities. Each agency has something of interest to the other. This is usually an initial step
toward the establishment of cooperative ties. Niedless to say, this condition alone does not guarantee
a coordinative relationship.

Mutual Benefit,

. Mutual benefit is closely related to the preceding discussion on the basii for eichange. If there
is something to exchange, the concern then beconies whether there are benefits to be realizqd from
the exchange.
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The exchange ow spoctiyu of coot dinauun postulate3 that relations are for med between two Os

more organizations when each of them perceives mIrtual benefits or gains from interecting.9"0 The
interaction is based on self-interest. Administrators will sometimes enter a relationship only when
stich action 'enables the agency in their charge to attain some of its subgoals. Hence the localidirector
will have ties with local employers to faCilitate Placement of graduates. Conversely, local employers
will establish ties with LEAs to facilitate the availability of trained workers, In el lect, the decision
becomes a cost-benefit analysis"what can my agency gain from the relationship, and what does the
agency have to give up or contribute?"

The consideration of mutual benefits is especially important since organizations place a higV
value on their autonomy." As Esterline'2 observes, autonomy makes it more convenient for an
agency to maintain contact with 'its environmentfunding sources, clients, interest groups. As a result,
the attempt to attain benefits through an'y external relationship is an important decision for the agency,
sincesorne autonorny must be sacrificed in order to realize those benefits. Any form of interdepen-
dency in the form of coordinative relationships encroaches significantly on organizational autonomy
because of the constraints posed through obligations, commitments& and contracts. 'For this reason
some agencies may choose to forego substantial benefits. An example in vocational education.is the
choice of some LEAs to forego the benefits of federal funding due to the restrictions imposed on
expending the funds. Although mutual benefits are important, agencies may choose to forego a benefit

to retain their autonomy. Again, the presence of this factor does not guarantee a coordinative relation-
ship.

AWareness

Esterlinen referred to awareness as a "prerequisite factor" for the exchange of resources. Aware-
ness refers to the degree to which agencies, or units within these agencies, are familiar with the services,

goals, or selected characteristics of other agencies or units. More specifically, awarenesi is the extent

to which each agency is knowledgeable of the potential of Other organizations to support its activities.'4

s:iller)i v mt of the potential for coordination and develop realistic eectations about what can be acco-
wledge about other agencies or units enables each organizatiomin the network to make an assess-

plished through the interaction. Candidate items for which agakies (or units) must be mutually aware

are listed below:

output the total range of items, services, or4v-oducts produced by external agencies or
units, and the selected subept of these items Which may contribute to one's own agency's

functions
, needi the inpUt requirements or subgoals of other agencies or units to which one's own

,

agency can make a contribution . 4: ,

structure the administrative lines and legal franiework defining external agencies'

operations and authority

capacity the ability of selected agencies (units)throughAtaff qualifications, resource
ayailability, client relationships, or constituent supportto Make some contribution to
one's own agency's subgoals

domain the territory, defined geographically, through client characteristics, or through
services provided, for which other agencies similar to one's own are responsible

Awareness also refers to "the degree of personal acquaintance between key staff" in different

agencies or units." Such acquaintances enake external agencies more accessible, antk,the ensuing

relationships tend to be ionier-lasting and more meaningful. It facilitates what Guetzkow'6 calls

organizational interpenetration, or boundary permeability.

.6
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Mutuid Respect, Confidence, and TrtNisi'-
4.0*

Respect, confidence, and trust re IrIerdependent termi; one cannot be realized without the
other. Total awarenesi of the char teristics of other agencies (units) is the initial step in gaining
mutual respect, confidende, and trust. Before a coordinative posture is deviGlsed, enough must be
known about the external agency to lay an adequate foundation for mutual confidence. With such
knowledge, there may be fewer unanticipated shortfalls, and the problems encountered are not as
jolting or disniptive. Jolting or disruptiye occurrences are fewer because expectations are more realistic.
But this is only te groundwork.

The respect, confidence, and trust nurtured in the beginning of the relationship must be sustained.
This sustenance is based on the quality of interaction, and the degree to which realistic expectations
are fulfilled, There are many, factors which can undermine mutual respect, confidence, and trust. A
few of these factors are:

a lack of timeliness in meeting mutual deadlines

poor quality output, inaccurate infotrnation, incomplete repo s, unrealistic advice, and
biased viewpoints

friction over territory, or lack of domain consensus

competition over common resource bases or clientele

Lack ottrust results in an environment of suspicion, which is extremely unhealthy for frultfiii
coordinative relationstiips.

Access

The accessibility of agencies to each other is listed by Laving and White" as bne of tfree
important factors underlyinl interdependence. Synonomous termspch as organizational penetration4
and boundary permeability' are also used to refer to the concept Of access. All of these terms
complement each other to convey the meaning and importeacef of access to interorganizational
reOtions. Although the term'penetration may be an overstatement, agencies must be "penetrated"
bAther agencies to establish or maintain a relationship. Penetration in this context.can be defined
as the means whereby external, agents reach thtdecision-making network within an agency to access
some of its resources. The more accessible an agency, the easier it is to penetrate. There are.two
Major types of acceSsibilitytphysical and organizational.

-

Physical accessibility refers to the physical conveniencif contacting the appropriate person
within an agency: Some of the factors affecting physical accessibility include: geographic distance
between agencies anct the availability of a means of direct communication such 'as telephones or
newsletters.

-

Organizational acceisibility refers to inherent characteristics of the'organizations which tend to
promote contact with the appropriate persons within the organization. Some olthe factors impeding
organizational accessibility are: organizational distance imposed by a traditiotfot. working indepen-
dently; an organizational structure without appropriate assignment of."boundary" personnel for
handling relationships, e.g., field services consultant; absence of decision-making authority for Persons
in key coordinative role!;,and policies or administrative guidelines which make it difficult to establish._

ypontact or maintain a relationship.
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Some agencies willingly make themselves inaccessible in an attempt to pi est!! ye or ganii

autonomy. In most such cases, 14oundryopietrisonnel are used as buffers which help the institution to
insulate itself from the environment.' , is insulation is used to acquire the benefits of a coordi-
native posture, while still preserving organizational independence. Again, the need for autonomy
results in a distinct pattern of coordinative behaviora behavior which affects cbordination through
the denial of access.

Communication

Communication is the transmittal of information between agencies in a coordination network.
It is important in maintaining coordinative relationships, since it keeviLappropriate parties informed
and aware of issues of mutual concern. Communication can be inforilill or formal; itcan be occtsional
or regular; and it can be conducted face-to-face through rneetizngs, seminars or personal visits, or via
telephone conversations, memos, or reporting forms. There are two types of communication: internal
and external. Internal communications enhahce intraorganizational coordination, while external
communi6ation caters to the maintenande of external relationships.

The number of external relationships affects the nature of interncOmmunication. Evan2' noted

that the number of agencies with which an agency interacts has significant consequences On its internal

structure. One such consequence is the impact on internal communication channels. For an organization

to maintain external relationships, internal communication must be increased to #ccommodate the

internal flow of information necessary to maintain an adequate linkage.22 Since communication is

increased with the intensity and number of cooperative ties, the need for internal adjustment in

communication channels will begreatest when ther4re strong cooperative efforts, or when a large

number of orpanizations is e aged in some relationship.

Cpmmunication is import t, but even more important is the organizationfil flexibility to make

internal adjustments which accoMmodate increasing communication demands. A typical organization-al

adjustment to promote effective communication is the decentralization of decision-making authority.
This action avoids the long lines of communication for decision making which are usually very time-

consuming, and whieh have the tendency to distort information before decisions can be made. When

internal communication channels are inadequate the benefits of coordination are harder to accomplish;

0, as a result, cooperative ties become less productive and eventually die.
.4

Similarity of AttributesGoals, Values

Compatibility or congruence are elemental concepts which are central to understanding

coordinative behavior. These concepts w6re cultivated in comparative approaches to interorganiza-

tional analysis, where organizations are compared on certain attributes to assess the feasibility of
eredia necessity for inter-

deterrent to coordination,
affecting interaction. Differing
even differences in organize-
ation. Similarity in these .

interaCtion.z Generally, Similarity on a
organizational relations. Miller24 found
and Johns and Demarchez cited congrue
attributes such as philosophies and ideo
tional structure and agency expectation , can negatively affect coordi

attributes increases the chances for establishing mutual efforts.

w critical attributes is co
t differing philosophies
y of objectiveskas a fac't

lei, goals and objettives, o

. DissimilaktY can be datrimental for many reasons. As differences between organizations increase

the need for compromise also inereases, fesulting in greater emphasis on conflict-laden activities such

as negotiation and accommodation. In addition, differences can result in agencies having varying levels

of commitment to selected interorganizational goals. Similarity on these dimensions is the first step

to unity in purpose and is a precursor to cooperation; but thii is not always the case.
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Ivan 21' pr edicts !hal ipeater sandatily of twills and !unctions hetween two oluanizatium,
the greater the amount of competition between them. This is understandable since organizations with
similar goals may have the same clients and resource base. Under such circumstances some competition
can be expected. Levine and Whiten note the tendency for competition is greatest when organizations
with similar functions operate below their capacity. In an environment where there are enough clients
and resources to meet the need of both organizations, competition is less keen and cooperation is
possible. When resource bases are different, the possibility of competition may also be lessened.

Sometimes goals are not similar, but complementary. Under these circumstances competition is
avoided, and the situation is very much more conducive to cooperation between the respective
organizations.

Opportunity

Stevens28 in discussing coordination between vocational education and CETA, identified two
distinct aspects of cooperative ties: "the opportunity to cooperate, and the incentive to do so." The
opportunity is the existing conditidn, or set of circumstances, which causes one agency to initiate
contact with the other. Though all the basic necessities for coordination may exist, if the opportunity
to cooperate does not occur, coordinative relationships will not be established.

The opportunity to cooperate arises in a variety of ways: new demands may be Made on an
organization; resources can becoine scarce; or personnel may be transferred from one agency to the
other. However, the most frequent conditions which create such an opportunity in public agencies
is the formulation and implementation of legislation and policy guidelines. Both the Education
Amendments of 1976 and the CETA Amendments of 1978 provide the opportunity for vocational
education and CETA to coordinate. Although the opportunity is there, if other basic coordination
factors (or necessities) are Oissing, impedirnips to coordination are encountered.

Incentive

Incentive or inducement to establish coordinative relationships is the basic necessity which
differentiates between symbolic and productive coordination activities. Symbolic codrdination
activities result from weak inducements to cooperate. One such inducement is that labeled by Cohen 29
as "bureaucratic." The implementing aggnt for bureaucratic inducement is realized in the form of
legislation or policy guidelines. Here the requirement for coordination is imposed upon the agency,
and the incentive to coordinate is artificial and weak. Only administrative evidence is required to
show coordination, and there is no compelling reason for agencies to realize the true benefits of
cooperation.. This led Stevens39 to conclude that the incentive for genuine cooperation is missing
from CETA and vocational education legislation.

A more fruitful way of thinking about incentive is in terms of rewards. Here, the antoipated
reward from cooperation serves'as an inducement to establish cooperative ties. In genuinliand
productive coordination efforts, the anticipated benefits to be derived from the relationship (or the
items exchanged) is sufficiently rewarding to establish cooperative ties.

There are basic fgctors which seem to make an environment more conducive to cooperative
ties. These, referred.to as the basic necessities for coordination, are summarized as follows:
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items to exchange, of WI 116 commodity 01 service ttitfl Qthm Way hm!d

the potential for all participating agencies to benefit from the relationship

knowledge of other organizations which have the potential of im.pacting on in agency's

activities
mutual respect, confidence, and trust

a means of reaching the decision-making network within an organization

convenient and sufficient communication
similar or complementary goals, values, or ideologies

the opportunity to establish cooperative ties

the incentive to enter a coordinative relationship

The existence of these basic conditions does not ensure effective coordination. There are secondary

factors which tend to affect the quality of relationships once they are initiated.

Secondary Factors Affecting Coordinative Relationships

If basic necessities for coordinaticin are met, the environment becomes conducive for two or

more organizations to cooperate. This, however, does not eliminate the possibility that circumstances

will arise which can affect the quality of coordination between them. These circumstances are referred

to as "s9condary factors" since they address the more subtle aspects of 'coordinative relationships.

These factors grow out of the natural behavioral tendency of organizations or persons witbin them,

or they are created by environmental forces over which the cooperating organizations have no control.

TheyAhed additional light on the tondition which can enhance or impede cooperative ties. Eight

sdcondary factors affecting coordinative relationships a e1,ussed next.

Autonomy

As previously mentioned, organizations prefer to be autonomout. As a result, there is always

a tension in the direction of becoming an independent unit within the system. Since coordination does

not allow this independence, the tension is a constant threat to cooperation, because whenever an

organization can afford to, cooperative ties will be broken. The concern becomes one of sustaining

interest in cooperation. The easiest and least productive way to Sustain interest is to have such coopera-

tion required by law. It is easy because cooperation can besustained effortlessly. It is least productive,

since uriwilling participants to the relationship will show signs of cooperation without actually cooper---Ar

ating, or their cooperative efforts will somehow take considerably more effort than it it worth. This

is one reason for the commonly held belief that "true cooperation cannot be mandated."

. The eiternative to this is to ensure that mutual benefits result from the relationship. In this way

organizations having something to give will have something to. receive. It should be noted, however,

that.the iiems received, or the number of suppliers of that item, will make a great difference in the

ability to sustain the relationship.
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Nature of biput or Benefit
A .

The strength of a relationship depends to a large extent on the value or significance attached
to the item received. If the item received can be easily substituted, or if it is considered not very
essential to one's subgoals, then the value attached to the item will be minimal, and the degree of
dependence for the.organization receiving that item will be low. Jacobs:" identified two components
of dependence: the essentiality of an item, and the availability of the items from other sources (sub-
stitutability). When dependence is low, cooperation ties are difficult to maintain. This leads to
imbalance in relationships which can reduce the desire for coordination.

The strongest ties tend to develop when the items transacted by cooperating agencies comple-
ment the activities of each agency. In such cases, their mirtual efforts are mutually beneficial. The
state demographer's office can provide educational planners with information on population charac-
teristics; In return, the educational planner can provide the demographer with information on enroll-
ment by institutional type and age group. They will mutually contribute to their information needs.
The critical elementmutual benefitis again a fundamental concern.

4

Povirer arid Domination

Olsen cooperating agencies have similar or complementary functions, and qne agency is more
powerfill than the other, a threat to effective coordination is created. The basis of the threat is the
potential for the dominant agency to control the internal activities of the subordinate organization.
The threat is really a fear of organization penetration which may eventually lead to acquiescence.
Excessive penetration or acquiescence may lead to a redefinition of the subordinate agency's goals.

The sources of power can come from many factors. Among them are: maturity, success, financial
and constituent support, and resource abundance. Whatever the sources of power, excessive exertion
of authority by one agency can threaten the autonomy of another agency.

Although rrower can be the natural outcome of the maturity of the dorrOpant agency, it can
also result from the nature of the cooperative relationship. If the relationship is asymmetrical; that
is, if one agency tends to give more than it receives from another agency, then there is an imbalance
in the relationship, and the agency benefitting most can become subordinate. Also, if one agency has
total control of critical resources for another agency's operation, then the other agency becomes a
subordinate.

Organizations Can be controlled through exchange relationships, and such control can redefine
the terms of coordination. The concept of power, and the potential for power to result in dominance
are important factors in understanding coordinative behavior.

t urfism is the protective behavior of one organization because of the perceived threat of
chment on i.ts territory by outside agencies. 4"Ithough all the necessities for coordination may

rfism .

,

e
,be resent, it may still be difficult to establish coordination because of this protective behavior.

There are at least four major reasons for turf protection: (1) the need for jurisdiaional autonomy;
(2) the fear that outside Intervention may change the fmailiarity, comfort, and confidence associated
with working withitione's own structures; (3) the fear of the disclosure of an agency's problems; and

. (4) the fear of losing identity and prestige.

'

r
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Denton:12 points out that successful interagency (-modulation de)ends on mutual aiiricreirce

to the compromising position that "turf" is the common ground of all. Un,der the best of circum-

stances such agreements may be difficult to procure. But there must be mutual agreement on common

territory, and agreement on the territorial limits of each agency. There must be interagency conserms

on separate and common domains of influence. Under these conditions, the threat underlying "tur f-

ism" will be minimized, and an unwarranted impediment to coordination could be eliminated.

Primacy of Functions

Organizations may work toward similar goals, but may assign different priorities to subgoals

or specific organizational functions. As a tesult, any commonality of purpose which appears on the

surface may not really exist since the organizations may be quite different in their emphases. The
difference in emphases, or difference in ranking of functions, it referred to as differences in the

primacy of functions. One organization may have a high priority orfone tuncsjaip, while the other

organization Max assign the same function a law priority. An orgEknization's primacy of function is

a major element in determining the organizatft's need to coOrdinate, or its need for exchanging

elements.3334

The primacy of function also determines the significance attached to the relationship.. If the

relationship contributes to the accomplishment of a subgoal which has low priority in the organiza-

tion, then, for that organization, the relationship may also have a low priority. It is best to establish

cooperative ties with organizations whose benefit from the relationship allows them to accomplish

one of their primary functions.

Changing Environmental Conditions

Changing environmental conditiottend to have at least three disruptive effects on coordination:

uncertainties about the effectiveness or predictability of coordination aribreated; there is a periodic

need to make adjustments in coordination procedures to maintain productive relationships; and

frustrations result from continual changes in procedures. Changing environmental conditions include:

changes,in policy or procedural guidelines; changes in key persons within agencies; and changes in

the quantity of resources available.

In addition to change, the complexity or heterogeneity of the environment for coordination

may make the establishment of cooperetive ties difficult. The primary reason for-this difficulty is

the additioriil burden for organizations to become sufficiently aware of the characteristics of other

organizationk from whom they can potentially benefit. In addition, it may take considerably move

effOrt to deal with multiple organizations with varying structures, goals, and organizational procedures.

/tole Descriptions \
`i

The performance requirements of persons in key coordinative roles must be fully understood

by: (1) the person in that role, (2)-the individuals with whom that person deals, and (3) individuals

functioning in complementary roies.-thie allows for aclear channel of communication, and avoids
role duplication and working et cross purpC4sek,
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Personality Conflicts a

Individuals are different. When such differences breed resentment, and when the individuals are
\ key links (Or potential links) in a coordinative relationship, the quality of coOrdination is affected.

This is especially detrimental when such individuals function at the boundaries of their respective
organization or unit.

here are many other factors which have tfie putential for affecting coordinative relationships.
When a u1thse factors are considered, it becomeiclearly evident that coordinatio$413 not a casual
affair. It regains a great deal of effort to establish and rnaintatin productive cooperative ties.

4
Summary

4
'A facilitator to coordination is a procedure, activity, or policy (or a combination thereof) which

has the potential for promoting, maintaining, or strengthening, productivecooperative ties between
agencies. Facilitators to coordination are usually the procedures, activities, or policies which ensure
cognizance or fulfillment of the basic necessitie r interorganizational relations; or the procedures,
activities, or policies which serve as protective shield4 o the disruptive effects resulting from the
performance of secondary factors which affect coordina1iverelationships.

Barriers are opposite to facilitators since they impede the devtopment or maintenance of
,cooperative ties between agencies. The distribution of brochures across a9encs to explain each
dgency's functions or services can be considered a facilitator to coordination, s1h6et promotes
interowizational awareness; but lack of funds which restricts the exchange of suchibrohures
between state agencies would be considered a barrier.. The tendency to resist encroachmen other
agencies can be considered a barrier to-oordination, while mutually developed policies to clear
define each agency's territory is a facilitator, because it relieves the threat and fear of encroachment.

Many facilitators to coordinlition were identified in the literature. These are listed in Ttle 1,
together with the author and the means of facilitatiorfassociated with each. Table 2 lists examples of

, facilitators suggested by participants in the dialogue sessioils in relation to the facilitators identified
in the literature.

I '
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TABLE 1

FACILITATORS IDENTIFIED IN A REVIEW OF
SELECTqD LITERATURE ON INTERAGENCY COORDIf4ATION

a

Facilitator Type of Facilitation

ov rlapping membership's)," promotes awareness

provides a direct communication linkaccess.
fosters the accommodation of differences in
ideologies, etc.

personneljransfers " promotes better understanding of each other's
operationawareness
fosters accommodation of differences

connector committeesz .fosters accommodation of differences
Qt-

provides dirket communication linkages

serves as a buffer for interagency conflict

joint use of facilities" provides a clear realization of mutUal benefits

accommodates differences in programming
and schedules

provides a common bond for joint action

trallzed purchasing 32

permanent staff liaison"

provides a clear realization of mutual benefii

promotes interagency awareness

provides direct communication linkages

romotes.eccess

'joint discussion end study
groups for poiicies12

accommodat ferences

promotes interorganizat awarenesil

provides a forum for joint action

provides a basis for mutual commitment

provides a means of interagency communication

"

joint maintenance lic promotes awareness
I ihformation, programs 32
'

continued
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[ABLE 1 (Continued),
FACILITATORS IDENTIFIED IN A REVIEW OF

SELECTED LITERATURE ON INTERAGENCY COORDINATION

Facilitator .Type of Facilitation

delineation of constraints and
identification of supportive
resources for coordination32

identifies coordination barrieri which need
to be eliminated

identification, study, and publicity
of successful interagency experiences
in coordination 32

develops a support base to maintain a .
coordinative relationship

establishing nonthreatening settings
for interagency personnel to get to
know one another 32

fosters free and uninhibited communication
between agencies

making all actors aware of the
negative effects of disfunctionalities
and the advantages of coordination32

creates awareness of the scope and potential
for coordination

encouraging mutual sensitivity enables each agency to understand the constraints
and philosophies of the other, thereby breaking
down barriers resulting from lack df knowledge

assist participants in broadening educates participants about the scope for
their viewpoints coordinationawareness r,

intergovernmental study committees provides an opt3ortunity for mutual problem
solving

provides an opportunity to understand the goals
and limitations of others

provides a common information base for
supporting activities

training about the role and functions
of differentpersons and units in
the system'

promotes awareness

fosters communicatidn

external agency participation in promotes awareness
the devblopment of plans36 promotes mutual sensitivi

joint planning processes% promotes the interfacing of activities

initiation of clearinghouse promotes awareness
review.functions 38

continued
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TABLE 1 (Conttnued)

FACILITATORS IDENTIFIED IN A REVIEW OF .

SELECTED LITERATURE ON INTERAGENCY COORDINATION .

Facilitator Type of Facilitation

share staff mil conduct planning
activities 38

promotes awareness

intergovernmental planning team 36 promotes Interagency awareness

synchronizes timelines

develop and distribute procedures
for resolving interagency policy
conflicts

facilitates interagency problem solving

jQint development of data bases,
information systems, definitions,
and publication format

provides a ixisis for communication

provides a common base for planning

-
use of common advisory structures
or committees

enables cross-communication

provides a common base of support

provkles a forum for resolving differences

procedure for giving pertinent
agencies an opportunity to have
input in policy formation

avoids the potential of noncoordination because

of inadequate policies

, :provides an incentive for coordination

develop specific ways of establishing
both formal and informal communi-
cation networks such as: newsletters,
meeting notices, activity schedules,
etc.

provides avenues to keep pertinent individuals
aware and informed

prevents disruptions to smooth coordination
because of a lack of critical information
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TABLE 2

FACILITATORS TO COORDINATED PLANNING

Facilitator Suggested in Examples Mentioned and Suggested
Background Literature - by Study Respondents

overlapping- ffigmbersilip interlocking boird members between CETA prime sponsor
. advieory committee and vocational education advisory

committee

personnel transfers transfer won, units within the SDVE, e.g., program
supervisor from the program services unit transferred to
approve local program applications within the planning
unit of the SDVE

connector committees local area council of secondary ahd postsecondary
institutions

use of board of cooperative services to promote shared use
of administrative/support staff

joint use of facilities shared use of facilities between CETA and vocational
education, and between secondary and postsecondary
vocational education, or between local districts

centralized purchasirig no examines identified

establishing non-threatening
setting for interaction

statewide conferences for vocational educators

regionally-based meetings of vocational educators for
, information exchange

4,

making actors 41ware of negative no examples identified
effects and advantages

encouragement of mutual . development of positive interpersonal relationships
sensitivity

assist actors in broadening development of positive interpersonal relationships
views

interagency study committees ad hoc task forces involving state and local staff to deal with
verious planning problems

continued

,
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

tACILITATORS TO-COORDINATED PLANNING

Facilitator Suggested in
Background Literature

Examples Mentioned and Suggested
by Study Respondents

training about roles and
functions

SOICC sponsors data users' conferences

training sessions in Planning procedure/policy for new
vocational administrators
procedure for orienting and training local advisory

council members
training for districts in use of state policy and procedure
manual

external agency participant
in development of plans

state division provides technical assistance for local
district planning

joint planning processes process for involving state and local staff in developing
evaluationprocedures, criteria, instruments

vocational education and state commerce department
planning for industrial development

clearinghouse review function 3 potential role of state division

local area council of secondary and postskondery
institutions

sharrng of staff for planning aid provided by the SDVE to LEAs for the development of
their local vocational education plans

develoOkent of conflict
resolutionractices

interagency cooperative agreement

appeal process for justification of program initiation by
locally-gathered information

intergovernmental planning
team

potential role of SOICC, State Plan Council

joint management informa-
tion system development

efforts toward reduction in duplication of paperwork among
manpower and training agencies

goal of SOICC oeprations

common advisory boards board of governance serving both secondary and post-
secondary institution in local arel

procedure for input in
policy formation

legislative mandate that state agencies must set aside a period

of time for acquiring field input
procedure for involving district staff with state in determining
goals/objectives of vocational education
recommendation that local districts have more input to
federal legislation

continued

'
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

FACILITAtORS TO COORDINATED PLANNING

--loeuf.tefereatiltatiOn on local representation on state advisory council, state board
state board/comiiiittee-------.....n......governing vocational education

.....
establishing communication calendar of planning adtivkties-immocirtional education
networks disseminated by state division ......

permanent staff liaisorY state education agency liaison person to legislature.

state vocational division liaison person to other education
divisions

system of regional service to districts by state program
supervision and planning staff.

designation of state staff person as coordinator of various
plans required by federal government

hoi nt discussion/study groups potential role of State Plan Council

joint maintenance of public
information programs

state division and area schools sponsor a program of
recognizing outstanding students through extensive use
of media

delineation of constraints and no examples identified
supportive resources

dissemination of successful no examples identified
coordination experiences
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APPENDIX A

FIELDSITI! COORDINATORS AND CQNSQLTANTS

Fieldsite Coordinators

Wallace Clerk & John Lacey
John Sojat
Wiley Simpson
Carol Rhea
Paula Keller
Ha told Sullivan
Frederick Hiestand
Dan Bristow

Coloi.ado
Florida
Georgia
Kansas
Oklahoma
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Texas

Consultants Assisting in Dialogue Sessions

Ernest Heiny Florida
Gary Ward Kansas
Dale Hughey Oklahoma .. ,

. Ray Kesler West Virginia
Lawrence Hoyt Wisconsin

%

9

r Technical Panel Participants

James Hale , * Florida
Fred Krusemark Texas
Mary Ellis Washington,DC
Gilbert Cardenas Washington,DC,

,
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APPENDIX

PARTICIPANTS IN THE DIALOGUE SESSIONS

State StaffVocational Education Total

State Directors/Assistant Dfrectors/Section Directors 26
Program Area Supervisors/Consultants 38
Planning/Budgeting/Mit staff 2 29
Evaluation'stiff 6
Disadvantaged/Handicapped 5pecialists 7

Equity Coordinators/RCU/Affirmative Action 11

Miscellaneous SDVE staff 18

Suite Staff-Related DepartmentsState Agencies

Department of PubIlc-Instruction (non-vocational) 0
Board of Regents/Postsecondary Administrators `-\-

Department of Labor/Employment Security staff 4
Department of Economic Development staff 2
State Occupational Information Coordinating Committee staff 8
Miscellaneous 7

Local Staff

Local Vocational Education birectors/Assistants
AVTS Directors
ComMunity College Sirectors/Deans/Presidents
School Superintendents/Assistants
Principals/Assistant Principals
Guidance Copnselors
CETA/Skill Center Administrator:,

Advisory Council/Involved Citizens

State Advisory Cncil for Vocational Education members .

Local Advisorrencils for Vocational Education members
Schbol Board members
Mlicellaneous business and industry representatives
State Plan group members

Other i3roups

lbacher Educators

49
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III

66
23 ,
46
17

A. 6
6

16
13
3
1

4

8
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